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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of the angle dependence of the intermolecular potential 
(AIP) is one of the main topics of the Atomic and Molecular Physics 
Group of the Nijmegen University. 
This angle dependence plays an important role in all kind of pro­
cesses such as rotational transitions, reorientation processes, relax­
ation phenomena, rotational cooling in supersonic beams for the purpose 
of high quality spectroscopic measurements, determination of steric 
factors and rotational energy dependence of chemical reactions and 
possibly it plays a role in interstellar inversion processes. 
During the last few years several experimental methods have been 
developed to gather information on the ATP. For instance, the study of 
rainbow scattering of atoms with severa1 poly-atonic molecules by Buck 
and coworkers, or the differential measurements of inelastic transi­
tions (i.e. KD-Ke) by the same group. Another source of information 
concerning the AIP is the dimer spectroscopy in beams. The activity in 
this field is connected mainly to Klemperer and (ex)coworkers at 
Harvard. An extensive discussion of these and other experiments (being 
often complementary) is given in chapter ?.. 
The measurements of the total collision cross section have proved 
to be an excel! ent and direct method, too, τ,ο investigate the inter^olecular' 
potential (IP). The experiment described in chapter 3 uses this method 
in combination with preferential orientation of one of the colliding 
particles, i.e. KO-inert gases, where KO is the molecule to be 
9 
oriented. We have to perform state selection for the NO-molecule in 
order to pick out a single m.-substate to obtain the wanted preferential 
J 
orientation. Once this state is selected, one can c h a n g e the 
preferential orientation using different directions of a B-field in the 
scattering region. This method is based on the early measurements of 
Bennewitz et al. and was successfully employed by Zandee, using H as 
the molecule to be state selected. The NO-molecule can be selected 
rather efficiently in the Π . state (j = m. = fi = 3/2) by an electric 
sixpole due to its nearly perfect linear Stark effect. The measurements 
of the anisotropy A - the relative difference of the total cross section 
for two different orientations of the molecule - are performed over a 
wide velocity range and reveal many glory extrema. This ve1ocity depen­
dent quantum mechanical interference pattern contains valuable informa­
tion concerning the IP at distances near the position of the potenti a] 
well. 
Total cross section measurements without state seleCLion (per­
formed by J. van den Biesen, Leiden) are included in the analysis. The 
quenching of the glories of these data originates from the AIP. 
The absolute value of the total cross section, the quenching of 
the isotropic glories, the position of the glories with respect to the 
relative velocity, the velocity averaged value of the anisotropy and 
its gjory behaviour are the principal pieces of information gathered 
by us. Although complementary, these pieces are insufficient to con­
struct the total potential for the systems studied (NO-Ne, -Ar, -Kr, 
-Xe). This thesis contains therefore a faint outline of the IP; some 
parts of the picture assume clearer features, other remain rather 
misty (for instance, how the AIP joins the long range tail, known from 
10 
perturbation treatments). Less vague information is obtained, for the 
important intermolecular distances З.Ь A < R < 10 A. 
At the moment that this vork was started no satisfying theoretical 
description of the anisotropy A was available. Although the infinite 
order sudden approximation (IDS) is very useful in many fields and is 
put forward by several groups, it completely fails with respect to the 
anisotropy A. Uncouraged by the H„-results of Zandee we believed in the 
suitability of a linear approach (distorted wave approximation (dwa) or 
linear sudden approximation (Isa))for a long time but the more experi­
mental data became available, the more difficult it was to stick to 
linear Lheory. We developed a more involved theory, i.e. sudden approxi-
nation 'i;a), which is exact in first order and deals with higher order 
terms, in an approximate way. Nevertheless, this approximation has its 
own disadvantages (it is much more complicated than IOS and it employs 
classical trajectories obtained solely from the isotropic nart of the 
potential). 
The present investigation was started in I968 by Stolte who built 
the original version of the rather complicated NO beam machine. The 
anisotropic glory was discovered in collaboration with H. Schwartz 
(19T3). Molecular scattering partners were investigated by Kessener 
(19Tb). 
It was a long journey from the prime results to the full body of 
data incorporated in the present thesis. Substantial improvements of 
tne machine were needed to gather the information which gives us 
finally some feeling now the anisotropic systems ÎJO-inert gases look 
alike. Still, the journey is not yet finished (as no research ever is). 
New problems showed up as some questions were solved underway - but at 
11 
least ьсіге questions found their proper апч егь (Fig. ^ .jl. 
1? 
CHAPTER 2 
THE STUDY OF ANISOTROPIC POTFTTIALS BY MOI ECULAR BIAÍ1S 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The anisotropy of intermolecular potentials is subject of theore-
tical and experimental investigations, since nany years. All rotational 
energy transfer processes are governed Ъу the strength of the angle de­
pendent par* of the internolecular potential (ЛТГ). In addÌLÌon, re-
orientation processes and the orientational dependence of the elastic 
cross section depend strongly on the AIP. 
We shall li"iit our considerations to recent neutral molecular beam 
work. The theoretical aspects of anisotropy can be divided into two 
parts. There is the continuing effort of "any quantun chemists to pro-
duce potential surfaces either by ab initio or by semi-erroirical 
methods (refs. 1-U and chapter 2 from reí'. 5); on the other hand, one 
has the difficult and fastly expanding body of experience and methods 
leading fron the potential to cross sections (see for instance chapter 
3-6 of ref. 5). 
The experimental part of the theme will be emnhasized in the 
following. Energy transfer processes wer" recently reviewed by Faubel 
and Toennies (ref. 7). Consequently, °хрегі"іеп+з of 19T7 and later will 
T.air.ly be discussed together with those not taken inLo account in ref. 
Î, because they do not fall under the category of rotational and/or vi-
brational excitation experiments. Especially total collision cross sec-
tion measurencnts with state selected beams (refs. 8-21), dimer spec-
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•i-rospopic rpsults (refs. 22-35) aid the ramoow meaburoments of Зи-к 
and co-workers on Ka colliding with polyatomic noleculos (refs j6-i9) 
oelong Lo the favorite otgecLs of this comnent. 
The comment is subdivided according to the employe-i exoerimentai 
tcchniqueb differential meaburoments without time of flight analysib 
("OF) in section ?, diLo with ^OF analysib, however, not (fully) state 
resolved in section 3, dito with the single rotational state resolved 
ІП section U, total cross section with s^ate selection in section 5, 
differential and integral measurements with state selection, in nearly 
forward direction, m section 6, total melast с c^ss section ob­
tained using state selection and laser fluorescence in section 7, 
qu^ncing of giories and other interference pa^tcrr ^ section 8, ard 
dmer spectroscopy in section 9 
2.2. DIF^RtTTIAL C0TL1SI0N CROSS SiCTION NTASUF^WNTS WITHOUT ТОГ 
Tn tbiS sect on we rairly sumranze reE\}lts obtained f»-on an ana­
lysis of '•ne peculiar rainbow boriavi our observed urJer eordition of 
high energy résolu4- on for collisions of Na with Ooly-atom-c тіоіесиіеь 
of tetranedral symmetry (refs. 36-39) ana of < witn nethyliodide (ref. 
ho), -he peeulan+y corbists (a) in the occar^°rce of a double rain­
bow (Na(CH ) CBr, -(Ch )?CC1, -(CH ) Ci and -CH 1), (b) in a blurring 
of the rairnow acco"ipamed by a Ί τ-g tai- at its big1- argle side 
(Na-Cz-H,·, -C j H ) , (с) for reactive systemo, in a sharp intensity агор 
a
+
 ""he hign argle sice of t je ra^rbow (На-СС1
ц
, -GeCl, , -SiCl ) and (d) 
m a strong smearing out of the primary rainbow (Na-SnCl, and -CBr, ). 
Tr case of r^activ^. systems, the interpretation is basad jp^n a conbi-
1* 
nation of an opLical potential and the AIP which is treated in sudden 
approxination. Results are collected in ТаЪЗе 2.1 (réf. ^9)· The poten-
System с (meV] B^ [ί] a 1 a 2 a^ S - 0 . Ί Ъ^ С^ [S 2] Pcf. 
ÍCH ) CCl-Ka 22 .7 ± 0 .7 5.57 i 0 .3 C.3 0.15 ì 8 36 
(CH ),СВг-\а ?й.О + 0 . 8 5 . £ і і С . З 0 .3 0.25 - 0 . 0 5 3? 36 
(CH,),CI-Na ?0 .1 + 0 . 9 5.98 + 0 . 3 0 .?5 0 .2 - 0 . 0 5 '15 3f 
(СН ) I-Na 2 7 . ? + 0.8 1і.35 + 0 . 3 0 . ? 0.05 - 0 . ? 35 36 
О Н І - Л г * ' 22.6 + 2.0 Іі.СО + 0.5 0 .2 O.lt 36 
Na-CCl^ P ' . e + O.S 6 . 3 + 0 . 2 6h ^8 
Na-SiCl^ 30.li + 0 . 8 li.6 + 0 . 2 0.90 + 0.07 И 38 
Na-OeCl. 2 8 . 1 + 0 . 9 6 .5 + 0 . 2 100 38 
(CH-^C-Na '8 .1 . + 0.5 5.5 + 0 . 2 0.20 + 0.10 38 
( C H ^ S i - N a 18.7 + 0.8 6 . 3 + 0.2 O.liL + 0.06 38 
(CHJ^Sn-Na 21.5 i 0 .8 8 . 3 ¿ 0 . 3 0.70 + 0 .07 3β 
* ) b 1 = O.li, Ъ 0 = ОД 
Table 2.1. Anisotropy parameters from rainbow measurements. The para-
meters a. and Ъ. are defined in Eq. (?.1), a_ and b- in 
i i 3 3 
Eq. (?.?). 
tial parameters belong to a LJ potential of the form 
R 1 ? 3 





R б R R 
- З е ^ ) [1 + a1 — P^COSY) + a?P2(cosY) + a ^ P^fcosY)] 
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or, if the collision partners possess tetrahedral symmetry 
R 1? R 6 
ν(Η,γ,χ) = εΓ(^) - ?(f) ] {2.2) 
IP τ 
- i e t j g ] [Υ32(γ,χ) - Уз_?(7,х)][Ь3(^) - ?ϊ 3(^) ] 
The accuracy of the given anisotropy parameters а., Ъ., a , and Ъ. is 
estimated to be about 10$ if not indica+od otherwise in Table 2.1. 
Depth and position of the potential minimum are given Ъу с and R . The 
angle γ is spanned by the intermolecular position vector and the syrtrae-
try axis of the molecule, for Eq. (2.1); in case of Fq. (2.2), the 
molecular axis is defined along the ζ-axis, if the tetrahedron corners 
are at (ξ,η,ζ) = (1,1.0, (1,-1,-0, (-1,1,-0 and (-1,-1,0; Χ 
describes a rotation around the ζ-axis. 
In Table 2.1 the estimated total reactive cross section Q^ fur­
nishes valuable information obtained from an opacity function treatment. 
Systems vr th large Q^ do not yield information or the repulsive aniso-
tropy parameter b and b . 
2.3. DIFFERENTIAL Mb'ASüRIMÜNTS WITH TOF ANALYSTS OF THE SCATTKRED 
MOLFCULÏ'S; T":E STATFS ΛΡΕ NOT (FJLLY) RESOLVED 
The first experiment of this type was prrfcrr.cd by B^ythe et al. 
(réf. lil ) on the systLm К + D» followed by many other groups whose work 
has been reviewed by Faubel and Toennies (ref. 7). For heavy systems 
(Ar-CO , réf. H2, for instance) the scattering is characterized by the 
occurrence of many quantum jumps ñj = 10-''tO indicating that the AI? 
16 
must contain Legendre polynomials with λ >> 3 (see Eq. (2.1i)) and/or 
that the anisotropy parameters are very large so that higher order pro­
cesses hecome very likely. Regarding the repulsive part of the inter­
action of this system, a theoretical investigation of Parker et a]_. 
(ref. 1*3) yields very strong contrihutions for Legendre polynomials up 
to λ = 10. For instance, a = q ¿ = 0.23, q g = 0.8?, q, „ = 0.17 
describe the long range behaviour in 
т




 λ > 0 λ,η λ 
and, for R = R , one finds in ref. Ьз 
m 
lvcl "lo V2 = % \ ~- 5 v6 - 3 0 v8 > 0 
using 
V = Σ V,(R)P. (cosO) (2.'ч) 
λ
 λ λ 
The experimental and theoretical results of refs. !)2 and h3 both indi­
cate that the ATP generally consists of many terms of large magnitude 
which all together determine the observable inelastic transition proba­
bility. Whether this situation shall force us to enreloy hard ellipsoids 
and similar models to describe nature remains to be seen; the present 
authors hope not. For further inormatior. the reader is referred to the 
review article (ref. 7) and the literature quoted therein. 
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?.'u. FULLY STATE iíFSOLVTIÜ DTï'FKRZNTrAL MEASUREMENTS 
This section deals with the ideal experimental sitaation which nas 
corto into reach only very recently (rei's. !+H-l*9). The systems under in-
vestigai ion at this momenL are HD-Ne, HD-D?, HD-FD, Hß-He and Na -He 
and Na -Ne. Except for the 5Ia„-systems where level depletion and detec-
tion after the collision Ъу laser fluorescence is utilized (ref. 1+9) 
the choice of the system is dictated by kinematics requiring a velocity 
change due to an inelastic event larger than the prinary heam velocity 
spread and the TOF resolJtion. Quite naturally, molecular hydrogen 
appears as the ideal projectile with the drawback that its anisotropy 
is rather small leading to intensity problems. Buck et al. (rei's. U'j 
and Ь6) reduce this difficulty by employing a randon chopper TCF tech­
nique. Moreover, the authors use HD as collision partner because the 
inelastic collision probability is much increased due to the eccentri­
city of this molecule, without, however, obscuring the influence of the 
V -term (see Eq. (?.!*)) which is of basic interent. The evaluation of 
the results in terms of a V0-intcraction is only possible because of 
the precise knowledge of the V -tern. The AIP is rainly probed at 
H < R , by this technique. 
The experimental novelty of the work of Gentry and Giese (refs. 1*7 
and 1*8) consists in the introduction of a pulsed primary bean; this not 
only reduces the pumping requirements and leads to lew background 
signals but also pernits the use of large rozzTe diameters important 
for the achievenent of high Mach nuirbers (depending on pd ) without 
being troubled by untinely production of clusters (depending en pd ' ) 
here, ρ is the source pressure and d "¡he nozzle diameter. 
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These very recent results on inelastic transition ргоЪаоіlities of 
the hydrogen ir.oiecule HD are still in the process of teing evaluated. 
For H„-40, a new, rather advanced ab ini Lio calculation is at hand 
(ref. bO), whereas for h^-Ne and ",,-ΗΘ, зечі-ег.рігіса! potentials were 
discussed and compared to аЪ initio results recently (ref. 51). As far 
as the Göttingcn-measurenients arc concerned the experinor.tal results 
necessitate substantial improvenents of the already rather well k^own 
potential surfaces (ref. 5?). 
The Kaiserslautern-measurements (ref. k9) were only just started; 
they look very promising and seem to indicate the path to fully state 
resolved differential cross sections for systems other than hydrogonic 
ones with their relatively large spacing of rotational levels. Here, 
the aetec'uior. is oased on laser flaorcscence of Na0-moiecules scatt-ered 
under a fixed laboratory angle; different rotational lines can be 
looked at using a cw tunable dye probe laser. To label the incoming 
nolecules in a SDocific rotational state, an (on-off modulateci.) similar 
laser system is employed as pur.p laser upstreair. i,he ¡scattering region. 
The thus nodulated detector signal contains the fully state resolved 
information. The theoretical interpretation of these fir)" grained re-
sults is not yet available. 
2.5- TOTAL CROSS SECTION MFASUHbMENTS WITH STATF SELECTION 
Older neasurcments of this "type have been reviewed in ref. 21 so 
thai we can confine ourselves to recent results. The method is based on 
the use of electrostatic (CsF, TIF, KO) or magnetic (H0) state selec-
tors which permit to sing'1 e out and mark nolecales in well defined 
19 
quantuir states. For instance, a sixpole is suited to focus monochroma­
tic NO-Tnolecules with j = m- = Ω = 3/2 (selected state Quantum numbers) 
onto the detector opening (ref. 15); by wobbling the electrostatic six-
pole the sharply focused beam is swept in and out the detector opening 
thereby producing an ac signal proportional to the number of state se­
lected molecules; the broad beam of molecules in states other than the 
selected state does not contribute to the ac signal. This state selec­
ted beam signal is then attenuated by a secondary beam in an external 
(magnetic or electric) field; the molecules orient themselves with res­
pect to this field direction as Quantization axis. The attenuation is 
measured for the quantisation axis parallel and perpendicular to the di­
rection of the (most probable) relative velocity; the relative diffe­
rence of these signals - the so called anisotropy A - furnishes infor­
mation on the ATP. The velocity dependence of A shows an undulatory be­
haviour related to the glory phenomena of the total collision cross 
section (ref. 21). The amplitude of this anisotropic glory effect can 
be used to determine the AIP for intcrmoLecular distances R = R . 
m 
The strength of the method discussed in this section stems from 
the fact that for low j-valucs of the selected state it probes very 
selectively the Pp-terms of the intermolecular potential (see rof. 5) 
chapter 3). 
In Table 2.2, we have updated the information from ref. 8-21, in­
terpreted in terms of a simple LJ 12-6 potential (Eq. (2.1)). For more 
refined potential models the reader is referred to the original litera­
ture. For Hp-He and H„-Ne a critical discussion on the sensitivity of A 
as function of the velocity to changes in the ATP car. be found in refs. 
I't and 51- In Fig. ?.1 for four KO-noble gas systems a universal plot 
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Fig. 2.1. Anisotropy A of KO-Ne, -Ar, -Kr, -Xe vs. the reduced velo-
city ν = Tlv /εΚ ; Λ equals the relative difference of 
the total collision cross section for two orientations of 
the quantization axis in the scattering region. The glory 
structure coincides approximately for all systems. However, 
the damping of extrema is nore pronounced for the lighter 
systems and is attributed to velocity averaging effects. 
After a correction of acout 10* due to the incomplete de­
coupling of angular momenta, the average value of A yields 
directly 0.03 a?. 
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Fig. 2.'?. Anisotropy A of NO-Kr vs. the primary "beam velocity ν . The 
dashed curve gives the theoretical anisotropy in sudaen 
approximation for a LJ 12-6 potential with the parameters of 
Table ?.2. The solid curve takes into account the velocity 
distribution of molecules in the primary and secondary beam 
as well as the effect of incomplete decouplirg of angular 
momenta. 
Table 2.2. U 12-6 potential fit to anisolrcpy measurer.ents. The KC-
inert gas results correspond to the experimental material 
depicted in Fig. 2.1 and 2.2. 'ihc parameters a„ and b„ are 
defined in i'.q. (2.1). For NO-Ne, only preliminary values 
are shown. 
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of the anisotropic glory is depicted as function of the reduced veloci­
ty "fiv ,/eR ; all systems show a similar pattern except that damping 
due to kinenatic effects of the glory maxima is larger for the "lighter 
collision partners. In Fig. 2.? NO-Kr measurements are compared with 
the results of a sudden approximation calculation. The kinematic ave­
raging due to the velocity distribution of the molecules in the primary 
and secondary beam is taken into account. From such a fit the ε-, R -, 
a„- and b„ values of Table 2.2 were determined. The bp-values agree 
rather well with the ones obtained by an analysis of rotational relaxa­
tion of Ν -N by Nyeland and Billing (ref. 53). 
Ab initio calculations of the potential surface of H„-CO can be 
found in refs. 5** and 55; these theoretical results have net yet been 
checked against the experimental findings of ref. 1?. 
Recently, the Ka -inert gas systems were investigated employing 
laser fluorescence optical pumping as state selection method (ref. 56); 
a--values ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 have been found. 
2.6. DIFFERbRTIAL AMD INTEGRAL MEAS'JREKEN'TS WITH STATE f ELECTION, IN 
NFARLY FORWARD DIRECTION 
In this section, some comments are made concerning the differen­
tial cross section measurements for polarized, rotationally state 
selected LiF on Ar by Tsou et aK (ref. 57) as well as the staOe to 
state inelastic collision measurements in forward direction of TIF and 
CsF on a large number of collision partners (refs. 58-63). More de­
tailed information can be found in ref. 7. The CsF measurements were 
theoretically discussed by Dickinson ^t al. (ref. Gh). 
2k 
The very careful analysis of Henrichs et al. (réf. бЗ) employing 
different diaphragms to investigate small angle scattering for various 
angle acceptances yields absolute values for the inelastic transition 
cross sections. Agreement with theory is obtained for reasonable long 
range potential parameters. 
The main drawback of the inclsstic small angle scattering results 
lies in the fact that mainly long range forces are probed, which (a) 
are rather well known from perturbative treatments and (b) are quito 
numerous as consequence of the fact that the convergence of the pertur­
bative series expansion is very slow. Therefore, the information is 
somewhat poor and difficult to assess. 
On the other hand, the LiF-Ar high resolution measurements of ref. 
57 show high frequency oscillations of the differential cross section 
at small angles; one may expect that evaluation of these data will 
therefore produce information on the ATP for R £ R„ (see for instance 
ref. 65). 
?.?. TOTAL INELASTIC CROSS SECTION USING LAS?R FLUORESCENCE AND STATE 
SELECTION 
In this section we only mention a recent measurement of the state 
resolved inelastic cross section for LiH-Ar by Wilcomb and Dagdlgian 
(ref. 66). Their technique consists of a state selected LiH beam of 0.9 
eV translational energy focused by means of a 9? cm long four-pole 
fieM (j = 1, m. = 0 stale). Scatbering takes place in a scattering 
chamber where the orientation is assumed to be randomized (no quantiza-
tion axis, see section 2.5). In this scattering chamber, dye Laser 
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fluorescence i к employed to determine molecules in states other than 
j = 1. The laser spot is much smaller than the scattering region so 
that the integral inelastic cross section is ontained from these mea­
surements Dy sampling over all angles. A theoretical paper of 
Bhattacharyya (ref. 6?) conpares the result of different approximalions 
with the experiment. 
?.8. QUENCHING OF GLORY Sl'RUCTURKS AND OTHER INTERFERENCE PATTERNS 
Glory quenching is an old and venerable theme; the history is re­
viewed in ref. 19, where especially NO-noble gas systems are discussed. 
In one of the early papers on this subject, Olson and Bernstein (ref. 
68) gave a list of a„, b and b parameters for LJ 12-6 potentials 
(Eq. (P.l)) for Li-hydrogen halide systems and Li-KO. The parameters b. 
and b 0 are Lo be understood as upper limits. We reproduce here the data 
because the values of the anisotropy parameters look interesting in 
comparison with those of Table 2.2 which are the result of a much 
better understood and developed analysis; however, the magnitude of the 
old deLerminaticn is right. Note that with the assumption b = 0 for NO 
the (corrected) upper limit of b 0 = 0.6h is really assumed. If one uses 
a = 0.P2 (according to the recent results in i'able P.2) the value b» = 
Э.Тб is found! 
In a recent paper, Bauer et al_. (ref. 69) investigate the influ­
ence of the AIP on the interference pattern of the small angle diffe­
rential cross section, for H-C1„ and H-Br. From comparison with the ex­
periment they conclude that b = 1, for these systens. 
?6 
System a a ? Ъ Ъ ? 
Li-iiCl 0.38 0.1? 0.27 0.61 
Li-DCl 0.33 0.13 0.?7 0.63 
Li-I'Br 0.31. 0.06 0.?b O.hG 
Li-HT 0.3Y 0.03 0.27 О.НЗ 
LiNO О.З^ 0.16 (0.25) 0.6h 
0.3'. 0.?2 (0.2Î)) 0.76 
2 
Ta.bT r 2.3. Glory quenching results fron réf. 68. The parameter a is 
given by (b - 1.90 a0) , for the honorucloar case which 
applies approximately also to Li-NO; for the heteror.udear 
2 2 2 2 
case one has a = 3.o a - 3.78 ab + 0 + 1.91 b . If 
d Cl с f 1 
one takes the ertries for a,, ""rom an independent deterr.i-
nation, the values for b. and b„ resu]t as upper Hnits. 
For tno definition of a,, and "b. see liq. (2.1). Gone values 
were corrected with respect to those of ref. 68; the last 
row -'s added utilising the a0-value of the NO-inert gas 
systems (see Table 2.2). For li-МО, the Ъ -value should 
vanish in good approximation. 
2.9. DIME? SPECTROSCOPY OH MOLECULAR BEAKS 
Dimer spectroscopy has become a powerful tool in the determination 
of ъ'пе AIP. Some results on the equilibrium structure mainly of mixed 
dimers are co.Jected in Tahle 2.^-; much more detailed information can 
be found in the original literature. In ref. 35, Holmgren et al. 
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System bquilibrium structure Hef. 
(HI)2 <HFD> = 1 .9¿A, <0HF> = 63° 22 
(H ?0)2 <R00> = 2.98 S, <01> = 58° ?3,2h 
<02> = - b i 0 
HF-4C1 <«„„> = ¿.12 S; <Ο
τιτ
> = 50° ?5 
IICN-4F 26 
Ht-H20 <R0F> = 2.68 i , <04 V> = 0 27 
HF-C1F 
"reí* = 2 Л б 2 ' ^нг* = b 5 0 3i+ 
Ar-HCl <R A r H> = 2.7? A; <0 H C 1> = 0 ^ = 0.1?, R n = З.Зб 28,33,35 
Ar-Cir <R A T, C 1
>
 = 3.33 8; <0C,F> = 0 29 
Ar-HF <R„ „> = 2.62 2; <0T > = 0 30 
ArH HF 
Ar-OCS < ; i C A r
>




 = 3.39 Ä, <Oclr> = 0 3? 
ТаЪДе 2.4. Results of diner spectroscopy. For (Η θ) , 0 and 0 corre­
spond to the arg_c between the monomer hisectnce of mono­
mer (l) and (2) ana the O-H-0 axis. In 1 he text is indica­
ted how relations between the amsotropy parameters can DO 
derived from ^he ertrits. 
attempt to "Darametenze their results on Ar-nCL in terms of a potential 
given Ъу our Fq. (P.h) with λ < 2. Sophisticated potential models are 
exp^ici^ly discussed, 'heir potential II (h) yields a. = 0.7^ ard a„ = 
'.07, the latter one b"ing nuch larger than the theoretical long range 
value 0.07. For the relevant information on the repulsive oranch of tne 
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potential the reader is referred to the original paper. It would Ъе an 
important advance to measure this system Ar-HCl with the techniques 
described in section 2.U or 2.5 to ргоЪе the potential for distances 
different from those relevant for dimer spectroscopy investigations. 
If the data of Karris et al. (réf. 31) on the equilibriun struc-
ture of Ar-OCS are analyzed in terms of a LJ 1?-6 potential of the form 
of Eq. (2.1) one obtains the anisotropy parameters b1 = 0.67 and Ъ„ = 
1.05 (reí'. JO). Ноге wc have ased а = 0, а» = 0.26 (from Tìaleigh light 
depolarization measurements (ref. 71)) and R = k.23 A (from combina-
m 
tion rules). The derivatives of the U potential with respect to R and 
0 are put zero for the equilibrium configuration. Similar considera-
tions can be applied to other systems of Table ?.b. 
?he magnetic beam resonance method is presently applied to (H0)„ 
(ref. 72). Fourteen lines were measured for ortho-para and ortho-ortho 
pairs, partially with very high resolution employing the Ramsey double 
coil technique. The results are interpreted in terms of a V„-contribu-
tion to the AIP. 
Besides for these Ъеаіг. results a rather large effort is undertaken, 
both experimentally and theoretically, in order to extract information 
from low temperature - high pressure collision induced ir spectroscopy -
where the presence of dimers manifests itself in the occurrence of fine-
structured spectra revealing the end-over-end rotational levels of the 
dimer. The situation is reviewed by ^wing (ref. 73) and Howard (ref. 
7 M . -'he results for Hp-inert gas dimers are thoroughly discussed in 
ref. lb. Of later date, although not entirely up to date with respect 
to the experimental results discussed in scc+ion 2.5, is a paper by 
Dunker and Gordon (ref. 75). LeRoy and co-workers (ref. 76) are engaged 
29 
in the vork of ar.alyzirg sinul^ancoasly both the di'ner spectroscoüio 
data of МсЧеІІаг ar,d Wclbh (re_'s. 77 and 73) and the results of ref. I1·, 
anew (ref. 79). 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE ANGLE DEPENDKNT РАНТ OF 
THE TNTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL OF NO-INERT GAS SYSTEMS 
USING CROSSED MOLECULAR BEAMS 
SUMMARY 
The relative difference in the total collision cross section for 
two different orientations of state selected NO (Π ,„) is exanir.ed over 
a wide velocity range, for the purposes of deriving information on the 
angle dependent part of the intermolcc i"1 ar potential. The potential 
parameters ""or a L.I 12-6 model, ε, R^, c„ ,- ana a
 1 0 are deterrined 
for the systens NO-Ne, -Ar, -Kr, ai.d -Xe. 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Little information is available about orientalionally dependent 
terms in the internolecular potential (I.?.) at distances which roughly 
correspond to the position of trie potential minimum, in this study the 
method of state selecting molecules is employed, measuring the total 
collision cross section for two preferential orientations. A survey of 
Ohis method and previous measurements can be found in ref. 1. 
The experiments of this paper are performed on the RO-incrt gas 
systems, where NO is the molecule to be state selected. Our choice was 
motivated especially by the paramagnetism, which allows preferential 
orientation of NO by magnetic fields at moderate strength. On the one 
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hand the electric dipolo r.oment of KO permits state selection with a 
very efficient electrostatic nuitipole focuser, or. the other hand the 
dipole monent is small enough to he neglected in the analysis of our 
.measurements (rof. 2a). 
Although the NO-molecule has already a rather conplicated struc-
ture, possessing an unpaired electron in a n-orbitaL and a nearly dege-
nerate pair of T.P.'s (V and \') in its interaction with an inert gas 
atom, we perform the analysis with a very simple single potential sur-
face of the form V + V,jP0( cosi?) . Here P,, is the second order Legendre 
polynomial depending on the angle i? between the molecular axis and the 
intermolecular position vector. 
The aim of our experiment is, then, to gather information of the 
V^vR) factor of the angle dependent part of the intermolecular poten-
tial ÍA.I.r'.). This term is relevant for rotational relaxation and ex-
citation processes. Little is known of the A.I.P. except the old and 
limited measurements of ref. ? and some theoretical work of Nielsen et 
al. (ref. 3). 
The isotropic part of the intermolecular potential (ΐ.Τ.Ρ.) is 
rather unknown, too. Simple combination rules and properties of the 
pure syster.s allow an approximate prediction of the depth e and the 
Dosi^ion R of the T.I.?. (the Il-set of ref. ?d ). From our meaurements 
e 
we are able to determine the product cR% rather accurately, confirming 
the approximate; validity of the H-set parameters. 
The experimental method can be explained with the help of Fig. 3.1. 
Slate selecting is effected with a 1.6 m long sixpole by which mole­
cules in the j = S2 = гг.. = 3/.': staT,e are focused on the detector slit. 
The two pairs of magnet coils surrounding the secondary beam allow to 
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choose the quantization axis parallel and perpendicular Lo the direc­
tion of the relative velocity. The attenuation of the beam signal due 
to the molecules in the selected state is translated into the total 
cross sections σ., and σ. for these two orientations. The average value 
of these two qaantities (which differ less than 2%) is eaülea σ. 
By our r.easureraents we determine the anisotropy A 
A = (ац - σ1)/σ (3.1) 
A displays a nearly constant average behaviour A on wnieh a glory un-
dulation A is saperimposed. 
In section 3.? the changes of the apparatus are discussed with 
respect to the previously described version (ref. ?a). The uncorrected 
experimental results are condensed into a universal plot. 
In section 3.3 the theoretical method is indicated by which the 
measurements are analyzed. 
In section З.'* the corrections of our raw data are discussed, 
which amount to Ь0% of the measured A, under the nost unfavouranle 
conditions. 
In section 3.5 our results are translated into potential para­
meters. 
3.2. КХРЬРІЖГіТ 
З.Р.1. TÎlCnïPCAL DKTALI.S 
The apparatus was essentially the same as thi one jsed by Stolte 
et al. (ref. ?). Because the main objective was the extension of the 
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veLocity range, we had Lo modify * he sixpole, the source and the velo­
city selector as will Ъе describca thoroughly in the followirg "'urthcr-
"lore, the Rabi-magnpt by wmch on/off modulation of the bagnai of mole­
cules _n the selected state was obtained Ln trie earj-icr measurenent ч, 
was replaced. The same goal was actievtd by moving the ^ixpolc Det-ween 
t^o positions in one position the centre of the iocal spot coincides 
with the detector slit, ir the second position the snot occurs laterally 
displaced by about the spot width (^ ig. 3.1). Thi-; wobbling sixpole 
Fig. 3 1. фЬе NO-maohine The NO beam effuses from a 2 irj- 0 capi1 .a'-y 
that can be heated oy a direct current, oho ^arger pipe is 
water coo] ed, a ьЧішгег is placed i0 nn downstreair, the 
electrostatic ыхроіе locuses the NO-moleeu es in the 'Π ,. 
(] = 9 = m = 3/2) state onto t he detector slit, the scat^e-
J 
ring "-egior .s surrounded by two pairs of coils to produce a 
B-^ield of variable c"ientatior, it is puirroed cryogenically, 
the Л / = b% velcity selector is piaeed between the seatte-
rj.ng region and the ihv-detec^or seetion to shield tm s section 
from Ы e secondary icair molecules, distances are ι naicated in ran, 
bejng 1050 mn f rom the scatte^^'-g reg on to t^e deteetor slit. 
1-) 
offers two advantages: first, thp full acceptance angle of the sixpole 
can be used, and second, there no longer occurs a pressure Imiid-up at 
the curved pole faces of the Rabi-magnet which formed a badly pumped 
region near the source. 
In oraer to obtain focusing at larger velocities either the six-
pole dimensions of ref. 2 scaled down such that instead of rod diameter 
a = Τ mm we worked with a = 5 mm and a = h mm or the length of the six-
pole was increased to l600 mm with a = 1» mm. (The unobstructed diameter 
of the sixpole amounts to ?a. ) The new sixpole arrangement enables .is 
to work with velocities up Lo ?500 m/s, corresponding to 1.0 eV. 
The wobbling was achieved by a rotating shaft (?.5 "z) "Ojnted 
along side one sixpole with a replacable execnter on each end, by which 
the angular displacement could be accurately cortrolled. On tne ьате 
shaft a piCK-up device is mounted which produces the reference input 
for the lock-in detection. 
The liquid nitrogen cooled source of ref. 2 was replaced by a high 
temperature one, consisting of a stainless steel capillary (inner dia­
meter 1.5 mm, outer diameter 2 mm, length TO mm). This capillary is 
noinLed vo^ically urder spring tension and can be heated up to 900 C, 
by direct current passage. In its side wall the source opening has been 
drilled. The source temperature was derived from the measured velocity 
distribution of an argon beam. 
The velocity selector was adapted to nigher velocities by using a 
massive shaft (ref. k), on which nine discs were mojnted (''ζΐύ гаг dia­
meier, caen witn 290 silts, 6.5 mm high ana 0.9 mm wide). Three discs 
possess oversized slits to obtair about 1*5% transmission (ref. 2) for 
clockwise (+) and counter-clockwise (-) rotation. The rotation frequen-
Ul 
су ν is related to the transmitted velocity by ν [m/s] = ^.35 ν [Hr.] 
and v_ [.τι/ε] = 8.TO ν [ΛΖ] . The f.w.h.m. yields [Δν/ν]
 +
 = 5.1$ and 
[Δν/ν] _ = 11.2$. The maxinum used frequency so far is 500 Hz. 
The shaft is suspended in ball oearings (MPB type S.ÍUMCFJIIHT) . Be-
fore being used the bearing are cleaned in an ultrasonic freon bath and 
run in for about 3 hours at 30 Hz with an excessive amount of microfine 
"iciykote powder at atmospheric pressure. During this procedure, which 
was recommended by the Eindhoven group (ref. 5), the balls assume a 
bluc-Dlack shine. 
A new secondary bean source was constructed for the use of the 
гл.'. tichannel effuser at ?0 K. This low temperature is needed for neon 
and other light systems, to obtain good kinematic conditions (a well 
defined relative velocity with respect to both direction and nagnitude). 
The multichannel array consists of two 15 mm diameter stainless steel 
microfiiters with a channel length of 1 mr. and diameter 0.018 (Colll-
irated Hole Structure, Brunswick Corporation). This array is mounted on 
a small reservoir which is connected to a liquid neiium cooled surface 
by a heatpipe and auxiliary graDhite rods. The heatpipe mainly serves 
to obLain short cooling down periods. 
For reon at P0 К the pressure in the inlet side of the array 
-9 
amounts to Ή 0 torr, to obtain a oeam attenuation cy a factor of 2. 
The gasload is punped by a very efficient cryopuip as described in 
ref. 2. 
i.?.?. AUXILIARY MSASUREîENTS 
Tt would have been advantageous to work with a nearly rr.onoenergetic 
bp 
primary nozzle Ъеап in order to miriinize intensity losses due to velo­
city selection. However, we observed that the cooling of the transla-
tional degrees of freedom was always accomnanied Ъу cooling of the 
2 2 
electronic degree oí' freedom (transition from ІЦ/о "*" "i/o^· F o r a 
large source pressure, these transitions more Lhan off-set the gain 
from narrowing the velocity distribution. We found an oütimum for 
slight supersonic expansion. For instance, at Τ = 300 К and for 
" source 
Ρ = 1 0 torr and a nozzle diameter of 200 u, wc have Δν/ν - О.1'. 
source 
The seeding technique was used in combination with a heated source in 
order to obtain high bean velocities. 
The sixpole focuses molecules in the selected state such Hhat an 
image of the source opening is formed at the plane of the detector slit, 
with a spot fcidth (f.w.h.m.) of 1.3 mm. This spot is laterally dis­
placed by the wobbling of the sixpole, typically by abouT". D = 1.3 mm. 
Consequently, it was concluded that also at the highest used vcLOcity 
the good quality of the focusing was maintained. Within the range 
1.2 < В < 2.2 mm, we have tested experimentally that the measured ani-
sotropy is unaffected by the magnituje of the lateral displacement. 
The phase difference between the isotropic and anisotropic glory 
was tested by total collision cross section measurements with an jn-
selectea S0-beam (for NO-Ar, see ïig. 3.2). Moreover, these measure-
ments are important for the attribution of the correct glory number N 
to the observed anisotropic glory «xtrena (Л = 1ц, 1^, 2І, 2;, Зц, 3Ü). 
These measurements led Lo the conclusion that the Il-set of potentia_ 
parameters of ref. 2d should be preferred above the L-set. 
The ar.isotropy depends sensitively on the distribution of the re-
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Т'ПР anisotropy (• ) and the total collision cross section (©) 
for NC-Ar versus the primary Ъеьлі velocity. Kote that the 
extraña of the total cross section coincide with the 
crossing of the anisotropy with its average value, i.е. a 
phase shift of aoout π/2 is ooserved. 
secondary bean molecules is corrparable to the lowest NO-velocity. There­
fore, the ^arge angular spread (+ 20 ) of the effusive secondary oeam 
causes a considerable variation of the directions of th= relative velo­
city with respect to the directior of the applied nagnetic field P. 
Moreover, the t'axwelliar distribution of the secondary beam molecules 
give rise to additional averaging effects. We have incorporated the 
iL 
velocity averaging in a computer program which starts from theoretical 
anisotropy values and yields the dairped anisotropy glories (ref. 6). 
This damping is discussed in detail in section l.U. 
The measurements of the anisotropy were done with one attenuation 
(a factor 3) at all vc-ocities for all systems (except for No where it 
was a factor 2), i.e. the pressure in front of the multichannel array 
was increased for the high velocity measurerents in order to ontain 
this 1/3 (or 1/?) attenaation. 
3.2.3. UNIVERSAL ΡΤ,ΟΤ 
In Fig. 3.3 all our inert gas anisotropy results are shown as a 
function of the reduced velocity v* = -Kv ,/eR . In +his ехигезьіоп ε 
rel e 
and R stand for tao depth and the position of the minimum of the iso­
tropic part of the potential. For a certain potential (for instance LJ 
1?-6) fixed glory number N occur at fixed ν values (v -, ν t, ν -, 
л Зі* ¿ü ¿с 
v l 3 . V i ) . 
The oscillations disappear for small velocities, due to a damping 
(influence of velocity distribution). The same effect is suggested for 
the fixed glory number N = Pc; the ampli tune increases going from argon 
to krypton to xenon. 
A decrease of glory amplitudes for decreasing velocities (increa­
sing glory numbers K) comes also from theory through variations of the 
glory phase shift for different orientations compatible with a chosen 
auantization axis (direction of the B-field In the scatterirg reg"'on): 
although a well defined state is sejected one deals with a distribution 
of molecular orientations; the observed effect probes the average over 
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'g. 3.3. Anisotropy results versus the· reduced velocity ν = ψ.ν ,/εΚ , 
for NO-inert gas systems. At the positions of the extrerca the 
glory number N is indicated. The differences in amplitude 
(for insLance at N = 2^) show the larger damping for the 
lighter systems due to less favorite kinematic conditions. 
The values for ε and R are taken fron Table 3.1. The old ex-
p 
perimental points of ref. 2d are included. 
this distribution. For largo glory phase shifts (η = ττ [λτ - 3/8] 
¿jJ-ÍJI y 
for ν = ν ) this quantum mechanical distribution leads to significant 
quenching of glory anplitudes through higher order contributions. 
From this universal ρ Lot ve can derive the product εΚ in the U 
e 
12-6 potential model for the investigated systems (see Table 3.1). 
Attribution of the glory nuir.ber К vas guided by a Pernstein plot 
(ref. 7) and by our measurement of the isotropic glory behaviour. 
Tn comparison with the work of 7andee ct аД. (ref. 8a, 8b, 8c, es-
!-6 
6 f 1 
cR {ex-p) eR ioxpj fR Ethcor l ε R q^ , q , , . -Ι . ' - ια 
e e
 t
 ρ ρ v , t ν , 12 " 
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SO-He 3 . 4 ( 3 ; С 31 ' . Г(3/ 3 . ' í í * С , O d ) - ^ ( •·λ 
*0-Аг '•.9 , ! 3 ) 0. l t , M ) 0 ".? ' 9 I Î 3 Ï 3 ^ ( ^ С . ^ Г О 1 " - ^ ^ l ' , 
NO-Kr В . 1 . ; ( З ; 0.37 Г.ЭССЗ1 і . б Ж б 1 0 > 0 ' з ; 0 ' Л ( ч ) 
КО-Хе 10. л * 1 0 .3J ¿.б.Ч;1!) 3 ТЧіМ 0 . ^ 0 ( 3 ) 0 'С(и^ 
Table i.l. Survey of the potential parameters for the LJ i?-6 r.odel. 
For all systems e, R , q ^ and q ._ could be detergi ned 
making use of the theoretic-al values of eR
 % as obtained from 
the Slater-Kirkwood relation which was tested for NO-Ar 
(section 3.5·?)· All systems, except for NO-No, show the 
same anisotropy. 
peciaj.ly Fig. U.I in ref. 8a) most of our measurenents fall into the 
glory region. However, for the neon system we were able to probe also 
the transition region. 
3.2.1. ABSGLUTlï VALUES OF THC TOTAL COLLISION CROSS SECTION 
Recently, absolute values for Lhe total collision cross section 
were reported for 0„-noDle gas systems (ref. 9). We compared beam atté-
nuations for equal secondary bean conditions, with 0„ and HO as "orimary 
beam noleoules. Fron these measurements, cR -values were extracted, 
which are conpared with the Slater-Kirkwood va Lues in section 3.5·?. 
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3.3. THKORY 
3.3.1. THE POTENTIAL 
The interaction bctwron NO and its scattering partners is 
described by 
V = V0(R) + V2(R)P2(cosO) 
R 1? R б R 12 R б 
Here q and q 0 ^ are the so called anisoLropy parameters. The angle 
dependence is given by the second order Legendre poLyncr.ial pp(cosC), 
where the angle С is formed by the molecular axis (direction r) and the 
vector between the centres of the colliding systems (direction ?'). 
This potential represents a sinplification to the real prohlen, 
because higner order Legendre Oolyr.onlals are neglected (proportional 
to P 0 with η > 1) and oecause the excentricity of NO is disregarded 
(i.e. TUq. (3.?) does not contain Legerdre роіуг.отіаіь of odd order, 
0p
 + 1)· Furthermore, terns that describe a deperdence of the irter-
action on a rotation of the NO rolecule around its molecular axis are 
neglected. This effect is contained ^n the potential "ode] used by 
Poppe (réf. 10) 
У = V0(K) + ?2(cos0)V?(R) + [Υ9 ?(Θ,Φ) + Υ ? _2( ,Ф)] р(К) (3.3) 
Bue to the fact that all three neglected terms (nroportional to P„ 
with π > 1 ; Ρ ; Y 0 ,) only contribute in higher order calculations 
h8 
and that the first order distorted wave approximation (dwa) and the 
first order sudden approximation seems to describe the measured aniso-
tropy A at least at high velocities (ref. 11), we feel justified to use 
the simple potential model of Eq. (3.2). Moreover, Nielson et al. (ref. 
3) havo estimated that the strength of the Y .-term is less than '\5% 
¿m 
of the Pp-term. The important point is that in lowest order only terms 
with q0 - and q /· remain, i.e. that our anisotropy measurements 
singlo out the term proportional to P^icosO). 
3.3.2. THE ANISOTROPY IN SUDDEN APPROXIMATION 
The theoretical discussion is based upon sudden approximation (sa) 
(ref. 11,1?) which takes into account, at least in an approximate way, 
higher order effects of the anisotropic term in Eq. (3.2). The total 
collision cross secLion, σ(6), for an anisotropic potential of the form 
V = V + V' = V + V0P0(cosO) is given by ref. 1? 
2π 
,' Й ) = f hrib 
tot 
σ, AB) = S bdb I dv'í? - 2<ß|cos(2n1 - 261)|В>} (ЗЛ) 
For NO, symmetric top eigenfunctions were adopted (ref. 13) 
|e> = ( - > m r f i p T D l (*'0'γ) (з·^ m. 
J 
Actually, linear combinaLions with Ω = ±\&\ are strictly required; how­
ever, since the following calculations depend solely on |Ω| this fea­
ture is omitted. The quantum number τη. is defined with respect to the 
direction of the relative velocity. The impact parameter b is related 
1*9 
to the orbital quantum number bk = 1 + 2 η where k i s the wave number. 
The angle ψ' desoribes the azimuth angle of the trajectory around the 
direction of the relative velocity. The phase shifts η (derived from 
the isotropic part of the potential, alone) are accompanied by δ which 
correspond to action integrals 
61 = Ъ s v ' ^ ' } ^ ' (3.6) 
There are two regions where η., does not vary strongly with 1 (i.e. the 
non glory region for large impact parameters and the glory region fo" 
b = R ). Outside these regions the cosine in Eq. (З.М averages to zero 
upon integration over b. 
For large impact parameters, one may use straight path trajecto-
l/ 2 ? 
r i e s with ν , d t ' = RdTi/ VR - Ъ ; t h e phase s h i f t ca i be obtained r e l > r 
from Born approximation, η = ( Зтг/ібЛ) ( 2cR /ν
 П
Ъ ). The quant i ty 
1 e rel 
fi fi 
δ., << π/2 derives from the long range contribution V„ ~ -q„ /-(2eR /K ). 
L 2 ¿ ,0 e 
This leads to the non glory part of the total collision cross section, 
neglecting higher order terms and assuming the molecular axis to remain 
space-fixed during the encounter 
» 2π 
σ ( ß ) = / b d b ; dp'{? - 2<ß|cos2nn - 2Änsin2n,]ß>} 
n g
 0 0 ' 1 1 1 1 
= 8 . o 8 3 ( 2 e R ^ / « v r e l ) 2 / 5 { i - j 0 - q p > 6 < ß | p ? ( ? . v r e l ) | ß > } (3.T) 
The glory pa r t of the t o t a l c o l l i s i o n cross sec t ion i s obtained 
from the second region (b = R ) where we use the parabola approximation 
for the phase sh i f t ( ref . ill) η, = η - 1 /2 η" I ( 1 - 1 ) . Aoplyiric the 
l m ' m m 
50 
stationary phase method for the integration over Ъ one finds (ref. 1?) 
?1 , . ?π 
σ (3) = - — f \ ~ , S d1p'<B|cos(2n - i r / Ι - 26„)|6> ( i . 8 ) 
к » ' V J О e „? V h : η ' » m 
For η and 1 / υ η" we use series expansions as f an ci-ion of the re­in m ' m' 
duced energy (ref. 7); further 
^ -
 &1-1 - ^ІІ i-l/2q?,12S
(m)(l2,0,0)
 +
 ,/2 q S
(m)(6,0,0)
 + 
m ?. flv ., 
rel 
+ 3/?cos?ö[q25i2S(rr)( 12,2,0) - q256ñ(Tn)(6,2,0)] + 
+ 3/23ігЛсоз
2( -^')[q 2 u,S
(rn)( 12,0,2) - q? ¿ ^ ( б ,0 ,2)]} (3.9) 
Values for the S-integrals can be found in ref. 11, with the definition 
5(ш)(і,2,0) = s'm4i,0,0) - s'n)(i,0,2). With the quantization axis 
chosen along the direction of the relative velocity (t? = ·>(ν ,Б)=0) 
the total collision cross section for a certain state σ(β) = adn'. ;# =0) 
can be written 
c(m'.;0) = σ (m'^O) + σ (m'.;0) (3.10) 
J ng J g J 
where Eqs. (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8) yield 
(. 2/5 2 ? 
?εΕ , [3m'. -j(j + 1)] [j(j + l)-3fi ] 
a
ng(ml;0)- в . О в З ^ ) [1 ^ ^ 2 , 6 ( 2j+3) ( 2,-1 Ш^) 1 ( , - 1 1 а ) 
and 
51 
1 ι 1 2ir π 
σ ( m ' . ; 0 ) = _ ( 2 j + l ) - | \ / - . - 4 | S &{*^ ' )ƒ sin.?di>cos(;?n - f -26 ) [ d J , „ ( * ) ] 
( 3 . 1 1 b ) 
The rotation functions d , nt1') a're defined according to Eq. (It. 1.15) of 
m.' 
ref. 13. 
For a different choice of the quantization axis along В with ι> Φ 0 
В 
we use the general relation (see for instance Eq. (33), chapter 2 of 
ref. lb) 
o(m.;*J = l [ä.\ [ϋ )] ¿a(tn'.;0) j В , т.,m. В j (3.12) 
m J J 
J 
2 
Considering NO in the Π , state with j = m. = Ω = 3/2 one finds 
σ(3/?;0
Β
) = σ 0 + ^  ??(cos^B) [σ(3/2;θ) - σ(ΐ/2;0)] (3.13) 
Hero, use is made of the general property (for instance, ref. l6) 
a(m'. ,0) = a(-m'. ;0). Moreover, α = ιτ^ττ Σ a(m'. ;0) stands for the m.-
J J J^ + 1 ш- J J 
J 
averaged cross section corresponding τ,ο the situation without state 











1 ι 1 2π π 
= - -? \n-írr ƒ d ^ ^ · ) / sin*dí>cos(r;n - у- - 2δ ) (3-ll)b) 
к
2 V l n
m
l о 0 m Ц m 
The ϋ dependent part of Eq. (3.13) contains the factor 
5? 
σ(3/2;0) - σ(ΐ/2;θ) = [σ
η





σ (3/2;0) - σ ( 1/2;0) = -8.083 . ~ (-¡r^) q0 ¿ (3.15a) 
ng ng ¿5 flv ^2,6 
1 / 1 2TV 
ag(3/2;0) - ag(l/2;0) = -(2j + 1 ) -f ψτ^ f d(W ) 
+ 1 
ƒ a(cos#)cos(2n - f - 25 )JP O(COSI5) (3.15'n) m Ί m 2 
The term ¿P2(coñtf) results from [ d ^ з / 2(*)]
?
 - [d^p з / г ^ ^ 2 ' t a k i r i e 
into account that the integrand must be an even function of созЛ 
The anisotropy A i s defined as the relative difference between the 
total collision cross section for two orientations of the quantization 
axis ΰ and ι) . which arc chosen to be 0 and π/?, for the most probable 
tí II hi ι 
velocity, 
A = [σ(3/2,ο
Β||) - a(3/?)¿>3i)]/a0 (З.іб) 
Again, as the total collision cross section also the anisotropy can be 
divided into a glory part A and a non glory part A with 
W ) "^0 ^íngí^^'^-^ng)0/2'0«^^08^!^^08^51 ( 3 · 1 7 ) 
This quantity must be averaged over the ν ., distribution occurring for 
a certain setting of the velocity selector and for the pertaining secon­
dary beam condition in order to obtain the actual measured anisotropy. 
Whether one neglects σ is of little imnorLance (l% effect in A) in 
g 
53 
view oí' the actual experimental accuracy of this work. The averaging 
procedure will he discussed in section 3.1*. 
For the ideal situation of r.ono-energetic and unidirectional prL-
ir.ary and secondary benms one has the fixed values ϋ .., . ч = θ(π/2). The 
anisotropy yields, then 
A = -0.03q
o
 r (3.18a) 
ng ^2,6 
and A = -~ [σ (3/?;0) - σ (1/2;0)] (З.і ъ) 
g ^ 0 g β 
Remarkably, the non-glory contrihuLion consists of a velocity indepen­
dent quantity which depends only on q
 r
. A probes the intemolecular 
potential at R = У ~- with 1.6R = 6.''Л < Η < 8.2 8 = 2.1 »ρ, 
* ng V 2π e ηκ 
for Lne velocity range investigated. 
Concerning A the position of the extrema (at N = il, il, ...) 
Б 
mainly depends on V similar to the isotropic glories. The amplitude, 
и 
however, depends sensitively or V„ and is approximately zero for the 
whole velocity range if q„
 1jj/q5, /- = 1.5 (ref. 11), i.e. the contribu­
tion of the attractive part of V (proportional to q„ /·) has the oppo­
site effect as compared to the repulsive contribution (proportional to 
3.1*. CORRECTIONS 
3. h. 1 . KIITOiATIC EFFECTS 
In Eq. (3.17),evidently the non-glory contribution depends only on 
the directional distribution of the relative velocity. On the other 
51 
hand the glory contribution A (Eq. (3-IT)) depends on th^ distribution 
S 
of both ν , and ν .. Here, ν , = v.T„ - v^ . For the most probable rel rel rel ' KO 2' r 
velocity of the secondary beam v_ we have used v. = 
^ 2, max 2,max 
(?kT?/ni2)
1/2
 = 123 m/s (Xe, T 2 = 120 K); 135 m/s (Kr, T 2 = 90 K); 200 
n/s (Ar, T 2 = 90 K); 131* m/s (Ar, T ? = 55 K); 135 m/s (He, T 2 = 21 K). 
On the average we assume that the primary beam intersects the secondary 
о . . . . . 
beam at 90 . The imperfect kinematics due to the velocity distribution 
of both beams are demonstrated in Table 3.2 and Figs. З.^а-d. Perhaps 
surprisingly, the kinematic of Ne is as good as that of Kr because we 
were able to cool the secondary bean source to a much lower tenperature, 
v,T„ = 400 n/s v„„ = 2І00 n/s 
NO NO 
Systcn T 0 [К] Л ,/v Ί С^ Δν ,/ν . С^ 
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Table 3.2. The influence of the distribution (magnitude and direction), 
of the relative velocity, for two settings of the velocity 
selector (v equals the velocity of maximum transmission); 
Ύ- is the temperature of the target beam; Av /v gives 
the f.w.h.m. for the function that describes the probability 
to find a certain relative velocity ν ,; С* stands for the 
J
 rel ν 
kinematic polarization which is practically constant within 
the range 2Δν (section ЗА.і). 
rol 
before Ne starts to coidense. One should compare to the ola ™easure-
ments of Schwart¿ et al. (réf. 2 ) , they were performed under the condi-
tions correspondirg to the low velocity «ide of Tabic 3.2, tne improve-
ment of kinematics by the present h^gh velocity neasurenerts is evident. 
To calculate the influence oí the velocity distributions a very 
elaborate' computer program was developed (ref. 6 ) . "his program takes 
into account that at a certain point in the scattering region the pri-
mary beam ..s bonbarded by the secondary beam molecules originating from 
quite different sections of ^he effuser (50 mm length and 10 mm width). 
The surface of tne multichannel array іч mourted 1? in above the center 
of the primary beam, the primary oean has a practically cylindrical 
shape over the length of the scattering region ('( mm diameter). At a 
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Fig. S.ba-d. Anisotropy results for a) KO-Ne, b) NO-Ar, c) NC-rCr, d) 
NO-Xe versus the pr-!marjr beam velocity. Experimental 
values are shown with their uncertainty, one standard de­
viation in vertical direction and 3% in horizontal direc­
tion due to the inaccuracy of the calibration of the 
velocity selector. The dashed curvea give the theoretical 
results (Eq. (3.13) and parameters of Table 3.1 for a IJ 
12-6 potential). The solid lines include all corrections 
of section 3.h. 
certain position in the scattering region the primary beam molecules 
see the scattering partner approach under different angles. Even if one 
restricts the consideration to a small section of the multichannel 
array the distribution in magnitudes of the velocity (assumed to be 
Maxwellian for the secondary beam and triangular for the velocity 
selected primary beam) produces a spread in angles. 
The angle distribution of the molecules effusing from th a multi­
channel array is assumed according to Zugenmaier (ref. 17). The in­
fluences of this assumption were tested by an additional calculation 
employing a cosine distribution. Tn an extrema a negligible difference 
of glory damping was observed, for both distributions. 
The correction of A reflecting the quantity C_ (see Table 3.2) 
ng ь ^ ν 
amounts to about 15% for lower velocities and becomes negligible for 
higher velocities. The kinematic polarization C« < 1 is defined as the 
average value of 3/2[?„( cos ΰ. ,.) - P,,( cos i. . )] (see bq. (3.1?)); the d. ti и ¿ tí ι 
measured Λ , \ is proportional to C». g(ng) ν 
For the glory amplitude A , however, the corrections reflect 
ß 
mainly the influence of the velocity snread Δν ,/ν , (Table 3.2). 
' * rel rel 
This results in a total damping at low velocity and decreases to a 10% 
effect at the highest velocity. 
3.H.2. EFFECTS DUE TO IHCOMPLbTE DECOUPLING OF AUGULAR MOMENTA 
The magnetic field in the scattering region amounts to 150 G. The 
Zeeman effect of the KO-molecules in the j = ¡η. = Ω = 3/? sLate nearly 
J 
corresponds to the strong field case. However, the remaining coupling 
of the nuclear angular momentum to the rotational angular momentum re­
sults in a slight mixing of n. states. This mixing yields a correction 
factor С = 0.905 as was discussed in ref. 2a and 2c. This correction 
B0 
factor armlies to both A and A (A(observed) = С .Afthooretical)). 
ng g Β 0 
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ЗЛ.З. THE SFFECT OF FINITE ANGULAR RESOLUTION 
The finite angular rcsoluLion of our machine influences Lhe aniso-
tropy according to 
da.. da, 
σ | | - (/ΔΩ - W ) W d ß - σ ΐ + {ίΑΪΙ - 'ΔΩ' ) dT ά Ω 
С
д
 .A = • — - 2 а -^  ^ ( 3 . 1 9 ) 
а а 
a,, and α. are the total collision cross sections wilh the quantization 
axis parallel or perpendicular to the relative velocity; da. /dfi and 
da, /dß are the corresponding differential cross sections. The solid 
angle ΔΩ is defined by the detector opening as it is seen from the 
scattering region. Similarly ΔΩ' is defined, but now for the off-axis 
position of the wobbling sixpole, so that ΔΩ' has the same magnitude as 
ΔΩ but it is centered around a non zero angle. 
a 
It is evident from Eq. (3.19) that the angular resolution correc­
tion is diminished by the use of the wobbling sixpole as ΔΩ and ΔΩ' 
a a 
are nearly equal and as for small angles ua/dii (on axis) = da/dü (off 
axis). The angles are roughly made equal to the experimental angle re-
solution; see also section 3.2.2 for test measurements where different 
wobbling angles were used. For small wobbling angles, however, the 
signal due to the molecules in the selected state becomes small, so one 
has to compromise between the signal to noise ratio of the anisotropy 
measurements and a small angular resolution correction. In practice the 
displacement of the spot is made about equal to the f.w.h.m. of the 
spot width (1.3 mm), in the detector plane. The detector slit has a 
width of 1 mm. 
It was shown by a careful calculation (ref. 18) using a semi-
60 
classical differential cross section expression of Verster (ref. 19) 
that the angular resolution correction is very small in our experiment. 
For example, the correction for С amounts to 0.h% at 500 m/s and 3% 
at 2000 m/s for the system MO-Ar. We therefore conclude that the 
correction is negligible and put С = 1. In ref. ? the factor was 
assumed to have a value of about 0.9; the effect was overcstimatod be­
cause the wobbling of the sixpole was not taken into account; i.e. the 
integral /, 0, was neglected. 
" a 
З.Ь.к. THE KFFKCT OF THE TMH0M0GENEITY OF THE FIELD 
Two other corrections remain to be discussed; both turn out to be 
negligible. The magnetic field in the scattering region produced by two 
pairs of Helmholt?, coils shows a variation in strength and in direction 
along the beam path. Both effects were estimated carefully in ref. Pa. 
and shown to be less than 1% of the anisotropy. 
3.5. RESULTS 
3.5.1. DETERMINATION OF εΚ 
e 
As was discussed in section 3.3, the spacing of the anisotropic 
glory depends mainly on the properties of V , in s.a. Consequently, 
one can use this information to extract the value of a,cR for the 
1 e 
different systems and possibly also of (2e R /irfOA. (ref. 7). Here one 
has a = 0.i*21559 for an LJ 12-6 potential (a.. = 0.І7 for LJ = 8-6) and 
A. = O.1655, the latter one being rather independent of the chosen po­
tential. In Table 3.1 the results of this fit are shown. 
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J.5.¿. DFTERMINATION OF eR 
e 
The potential parameter С, = cR can Ъе found from an experinental 
detornination of the ahsolutc value of the total cross section, see Eq. 
(J.5). АЪзоІи с values were reported by Luzzati et_ a]_. (ref. 9) for si­
milar systems: 0„-Ar, -Kr, and -Xe. We have compared the attenuation 
with Ar as secondary beam under the sane conditions, using alternating 
NO and 0„ as non-state selected primary beam. To get rid of glory 
effects tnis comparison took place at various relative velocities. The 




Fron the well establisled Kir.íwood relation for the long rargc 
o i / p 1 /p 
dispersion coefficient (rcf. 20), C,- = [(3/2)e~a ' α α,)/[(α /η ) + 
о и а о a a 
Ar 
(α r/ru) ] , we had for this ratio I.C500, using α = 1 .th A , α 
1.61* S 3 and a
n
 = 1.59 S 3 (ref. 21), n. = 8 , n„,„ = 11 and n
n
 = 0„ inert gas N0 0 
12. This satisfying agreement encouraged us to calculate (instead of 
measuring) the cR^-ratio for all systems investigated by us. For Ne, Kr 
and Xe we used (ref. 21) α,
τ
 = 0.395 S , α., = 2.1*8 Ä and сц, = 
Ne Kr Xe 
h.Oh A . Τη Table 3.1, tne isotropic potential parameters can be found, 
obtained from (V = ?ER valid for a LJ чр-б Dotential. For more realis-
tic potentials, the proportionality factor between Сs and cR can 
differ from two, yielding about 1.2 for rare gas dimers according Lo 
Tang and Toennies (ref. 22). As a consequence the R -values should be 
increased by 11$ (e-values decreased by the same percentage) with res­
pect to the values of Table 3.1. 
Without the absolute cross section measurement and without appli­
cation of the Slater-Kirkwood relation, с and R could not have been 
independently determined from our investigation. 
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T.5.3. DETERMINATION OF AMISOTROPY PARAMETERS q2 g AND q ? 
In Fig. 3.3, the measured A-values are displayed for NO-Ne, -Лг, 
-Kr and -Xe. \'e bave succeeaed to describe tno arisotropv with sa 
(bqs. (3.15) and (З.іТ)) and the corrections of section 3.1*. As fit 
parameters occur εΗ , q„ ¿- and q „. A uniform value for q ·^ has Ъееп 
fitted to all systems leading to the result in ТаЪІе 3.1. We have 
chosen this procedure for two reasons. For Lhe heavier noble gases we 
convinced ourselves that the lowest attainahlc value for ν ., in the 
rel 
case of NO-Ar, introduces a bias for the calculation of Lhe velocity 
averaged value of the anisotropy, A , resulting apparently in too low 
a value. The same would occur for the Kr- and Xc-systems if we would 
have stopped measuring at the sane reduced velocity тг (see sectior 
3-2.3 and Fig. 3.3). The Kr- and Xe-systems yield the same q„ ^-value 
if an independent fit is enployed. On the other hand, the experimental 
range of v-values for Ne-NO do not permit an accurate determination of 
the q ^-value because the anisotropy is neasured at the "огіпк of the 
transition region so that velocity averaging seems rot very meaningful 
a procedure. Therefore, we have adopted the value for q_ ¿- from the Kr-
and Xe-systems. 
The values of q
 1p-1.5qp /- are determined separately for each 
system with the unexpected result that for (he three heavier systems 
the same valae was obtained. The results of such a fit are shown in 
Figs. 3.!+a-d, too. Table 3.1 contains the thus found potential para-
2 
meters. For χ we found values about four times the number of measure­
ments, using the statistical error of the individual mcasurenerts (l 
standard deviation). 
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The uncertainty of the potential parameters in Table 3.1 corre-
2 2 . . 
sponds to a change of χ equal to χ divided by the number of measarc-
ments. 
3.6. DISCJSSION 
In compari son with our previously given values for ε, R , q 9 ^ and 
n„
 1 0 (ref. ?d), the new results are based upon a much larger body of ¿, id 
experimental data, especially due to the extension of the velocity 
range of NO from 6θΟ to ?|300 n/s. Moreover, to obtain the ε- and R -
parameters independently, an absolute measurement of σ was performed. 
The velocily averaging procedure of section 3 . Ό is much improved 
as compared to ref. 2d, resulting in a more pronounced damping. The 
angujar resolution correction (section 3.^.3) takes the wobbling of the 
sixpolc into account in a proper way, effectively reducing this correc­
tion to zero. In ref. ?d, neglecting the wobbling, this correction was 
assumed to amount to about 10% of A. 
Finaily, the results are now interpreted in s.a. including higher 
order terms, whereas in ref. ?d the authors employed only a linear 
approach. 
In conclusion, the old parameter values must be regarded as 
obsolete. 
Concerning the anisotropy parameters, especially the q„ -„-values 
(except for Ne) have changed to 0.7 instead of the old O.'i-value. The 
new result compares well to the value of q„ .- for Np-N„ as discussed 
by Kyeland (ref. 23). 
As before (see also refs. 2c and 2e), the q„ ¿-parameter is found 
б4 
to be considerably larger than the Unsold value (a. - a.. )/3ä = О.іб 
(réf. 2k). This difference is attributed to the much shorter probing 
distance of the present experiment as compared to the intermolecular 
distances where the Unsold values become valid. 
Objections could be raised against our simple potential model 
(Eq. (3.2)). Especially, our reasoning that old Legendre polynomials 
and terms oí' the form of Eq. (3.2) can be neglected may be criticized 
because we have included higher order terns in our theoretical treat-
ment (s.a.). Actually, these higher order contributions become very 
large, at low velocities; in Table 3.3, the values in the last column 
are calculated using the linear approach (i.s.a.) of ref. 2d; for a 
more detailed comparison see ref. 11. 
However, the higher order terms assame a substantial magnitude 
only there, where damping due to the velocity averaging is of paramount 
H A (s.a.) [%] A (l.s.a.) [%] 
g g 
1.?5 2.0 2.1 
i.7b 1.9 2.5 
?.25 1.8 3.1 
2.75 1.7 3.7 
3.25 1.6 k.5 
3.75 1.5 5-6 
Table 3.3. Comparison of sudden approximation (s.a.) and its linear 
approach (l.s.a.) at values for N, that correspond to aniso-
tropic glory extrema. These calculations are performed for 
the parameters of K0-Ar of Table 3.1. 
6 5 
influence. Consequently, the fit values of a -1 . 5<lo r of Table 3.1 
derive predominantly from the high velocity range where the argunents 
of section 3.3 are valid (see Table 3.3). 
On the other hand, the damped average value at low velocities is 
well described by the non-glory contribution A , which is properly 
derived using the linear approach (sec ref. 12). 
Application of s.a. to the system NO-Ne deserves a special justi-
fication because at the highest experimental velocities the non glory 
part (Eq. (3.18a)) of the anisotropy becomes debatable; as a matter of 
fact, those measurements reflect the behaviour of the system in the 
transition region where the attractive part of the potential Toses its 
influence on the total collision cross section, in contrast to the em-
ployed Sq. (3.15a). Whether this point is responsible for the low 
values of q„ „ (see Table 3.1, first row) shall be discussed in a 
forLhcoming paper. 
The present paper should be regarded as a presentation of mainly 
experimental material quantitatively interpreted using the very simple 
extended LJ 12-6 potential. We do not suggest that Eq. (3.?) together 
with the parameters of Table 3.1 can explain a broad spectrom of diffe-
rent properties. Certain shortcomings like the wrong assyrrrototic be-
haviour of the isotropic part at long distances shall be-remedied, in 
the mentioned forthcoming paper where also an analysis shall be found 
as to where the intermolecular potential is sentively probed by the 
present measurements; this analysis pemits, then, the use of an im-
perfect potential model for certain applications where the probing 
rarge coincides with ours. 
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CHAPTER k 
THE ANGLE DEPENDENT MAITLMD-SM7TH POTENTIAL FITTED 
TO TOTAL COLLISION CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS WITH AND 
WITHOUT r. .-STATE SELECTION, FOR NO-AR 
J 
h.1. INTRODUCTION 
With state selection, total collision cross section measuremonts 
were performed in the velocity range 500 to 250C m/s, for NO-inert gas 
systems (rel'. 1). Recently, the measurements have Ъо°г. ir.pZer-.epted ¡:>y 
very acciraU; hotaL cross section measurements witnout. s'^ ate selection, 
for NO-Ar in the range HOC to V)00 Г/Б. These measurcnents have beer. 
perfcr-ned on the same machine where previously inert gas - inert 
gas systems were investigated (ref. 2). Thus, for NO-Ar we are in the 
unique position to dispose of three independent sources of information 
from which the intermo Lecular potential ( ГР) can be derived: theg.ories 
(and their quenchinr,, a quadratic and higher order effect caused Ъу 
the angle dependent part of the intermolecular potential (AIP)), the 
anisotropy of the total collision cross section A (nain'.y a first 
order effect caused by the AIP), and the absolute value of the total 
collision cross section; all data shall be analyzed concurrently in 
this chapter. 
In ref. 1, a modified Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 potential was em­
ployed to fit the anisotropy results. Although a good agreerer.i; was ob­
tained this potential model suffers from intrinsic difficulties. Spe­
cifically, its invalid relation for the dispersion coefficient, 
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С- = 2 εΚ should Ъе replaced by С^ = ER (réf. 3), a feature that is 
6 e b c 
nicely incorporated in the Maitland-Smith (MS) potential (ref. U). Here 
e and R stand for the depth and the position of the isotropic potential 
well. 
An additional motivation to confront the combined experimental data 
of the present paper with predictions following from the MS potential 
stems from the fact that the inert gas measurements allowed a perfect 
fit with this model, whereas the LJ model had to be rejected (ref. 2c). 
The analysis will be based on a truncated expansion of the poten-
tial into Lcgendre polynomials 
V(R,ô) = V (R) + V^RÎP^cosi») + V2(R)P2(cosí> ) (It.l) 
where R stands for the intermolecular distance; the angle i) is formed 
by the molecular axis (direeLion ?ι) and the vector Between the centres 
of colliding partners (direction R). 
Unexpectedly, the inclusion of the second term of Eq. (h . 1 ) proved 
to be of substantial influence on our effort to obtain a convincing fit 
for the combined experinental data. 
Since we are not (yet) able to perform a real multiproperty ana­
lysis, a discussion is included of the range where the proposed poten­
tial is expected to be valid, i.e. of the probing distance. 
As in ref. 1, we employed the Bernstein-Kramer sudden approximation 
(sa) for our analysis. A comparison with results in infinite order 
sudden approximation (TOS) is giver in section 3. 
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logCQxVä5)· 1000 2000 
NO-Ar 
-I V « , 
logCVrei) 
Fig. Ц.1. For t h e system NO-Ar, the t o t a l c o l l i s i o n cross sect ion 
measurements ( · ) without s t a t e s e l e c t i o n are f i t t e d ( s o l i d 
l i n e ) in sa using t h e modified MS p o t e n t i a l , see Table U.l , 
with t h e parameters of Table h.3· The dashed curve shows t h e 
c a l c u l a t e d t o t a l cross sect ion for t h e sane ε and R value, 
e 
omitting the angle dependent part of the potential (i.e. 
q
r ip = q 1
 = (1 p = 0 ) . The open circles (O) are the expe­
rimental values for the system Ar-Ar from réf. 2Ъ to illu­
strate the preser.ee of quenching, experir.er.tally. The 
scattering of the measured points clearly demonstrates the 
progress in experimertal accuracy. 
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h.2. ТНК TOTAL COLLISTON CROSS SECTION DATA, WITHOUT STATE SELECTION 
In Fig. 1+.1. the glory struoturo of tho total collision cross 
sectior. fer NO-Ar is displayed. The veil defined scattering corditi ог.ы 
of Lhe crosser1 beam apparatus allow a direct deoorrvolution of the ex­
perimental data (ref. 2a, 2Ъ); consequently, the result of Fig. 1.1 can 
be directly compared with theory. 
Both beams are obtained from supersonic expansion, i.e. consi­
derable rotational and electronical cooling of the NO-molecules occurs 
(ref. 1), resulting in a beam temperature T., = 10-50 К. The lower Π ,„-
stale is almost exclusively populated in contrast to the situation of 
? 
ref. 1, where Lhe Π . -slate was selected for the total cross section 
neasurenents. Concerning the rotational states, a mixture with <j> = 
3/2 - 9/2 is present in the primary K0-beam, for the data of Fig. 'J. 1 , 
whereas ir. ref. 1 the j = 3/2 state was selected. Higher j-vaiaes со.дМ 
lead to a significant influence of the terms of a rulti"cole expansion, 
which are neglected in Eq. (^.l). Nevertheless, we have analysed the 
data employing this equation because otherwise too many parameters 
would have to be introduced. Ercouragirijjly, for The glory ni η ina ( К = 1. 5 ) 
measurements were performed for T.. = ikO К and T., = 10 К yielding the 
same total cross sections within 0.5% (the overall accuracy). 
!i.3. METHOD OF CALCULATION 
U.3.1. FAILURE OF dwa M O Isa 
In forner investigations concerning the H -inert gas systems it 
was shewn ôhat a linear approximation (distorted wave approximation, 
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dwa) vas adequale to describe the measured anisotropy of the total 
collision cross section A (ref. 5). 
A linearized version of sa (isa) has been shown to give results 
equivalent to dwa (ref. 6). 
In the present case such an approach is doomed to fail; it does 
not predict any quenching of the non-state selected glories. From Fig. 
h.'i, however, it is clear that for KO-Ar significant quenching is pre­
sent as compared to Ar-Ar. In the same figure, it is shown how the 
angle dependent terms of the MS potential adopLed in this paper (see 
section h) influence the glory behaviour. 
Table 3 of ref. 1 dcr.onstrates the necessity of including higher 
order terms (hots) when calculating the anisotropy A. 
U.3.2. INFINITE ORDER SUDDKN APPROXIMATION vs. BERNSTEIN-KRAMER SUDDEN 
APPROXIMATION 
The sudden approximation (sa) favoured by us is thoroughly 
discussed in ref. 7. Although the linearized version is not apt to 
describe the experiments (due to the large anisotropy of NO-Ar), for 
small anisotropies, however, it car. 're used to denonstrate the inade­
quacy of infinite order sudden (TOS) calculations which even yields the 
wrong sign for both the velocity averaged (non glory) contribution 
(chapter 5.6.? of ref. 7) and the glory contribution (chapter 5-6.3 of 
ref. 7) to A. For the non state selected results the difference between 
nor; linear IOS and non linear sa is less cevastating, see Fig. 'Ί.2. 
Also in this figure is shown ( ) the effect of an approximate 
application of the stationary phase method which is used in the deriva-
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QLL 
500 1000 1500 2000.. # „ • _ » 
Fig. L.¿. Comparison of the total collision cross section calculated m 
TOS and sa, for the U 12-6 potential of Table ¡*.3 The glory 
cross section Q is given relative to the Landau Lifshitz 
S 
cross section QTT = 8.083(2fR /(-ilv ,)) /5. Tnc carves ^ — LI e rel 
ard are ohtaired both in IOS, the latter one with an 
additional approximation concerning the angle depender! phase 
shift η (¿>), a smilar apxiroximation (inducing small changes) 
is intrinsic for ьа ( ) presumaoly causing a co^parab^e 
uncertainty. 
tion of the sa-formulae of Table Н.ІЪ. The ЯНЗ of tht. expression for 
Q (0,,φ.) contains the angle dependent term ?& , in the argument of the g i l m 
cosine, this term is proportional to the action integral ƒ V'(t)dt 
takor along the glory trajectory (¿ero deflection angle), the glory 
trajectory is calculated solely from the TIP. 
It is difficult (easy) to ostinate the error introduced Ъу this 
approximat "• determination of the action integral - neglecttu cífpct oí 
AIP en glory phase ohift - in sa (IOS) We assure th-it the d^v^at іогч arc 
very similar, for both methods. In IOS, then, we replace η (tf) ty a 
paracela with its vertex η (5) at 1 = 1 (i>) and a curvature determined 
m m 
by п 'Ч 1 ' ) , y i e l d i i g carve ( ι ). By numerical t e s t s we base shown t h a t 
m 
the i n t r o d u c t i o n of t h i b approximation docs lead t o n e g l i g i b l e devia­
t i o n s only. Next, we replace 1 (¿> )/( Ι η"(ώ ) I ) by 1 „/lin" J ) 
m ir ιτ,ϋ'π,υ 
(Jetermned from tne ΙΙ μ, only) without introducing a senouo error. 
Finally, η (θ ) 13 replaced by η (t?) yielding curve ( ). This last 
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 m,0 
step гезеЧЫез the error mtrodjeed into sa by using an approximate 
value for the action integral. One observes a small shiit of the extrema 
resulting in an eifeotive ovorestnation of the product εΚ by aoout 2% 
in the experimental range of velocities. A change of amplitude is 
observed, too, leading to an underestimation oí q„ .p by about 5%. We 
must assume that in sa the same uncertainties are present. 
There is little sh-1 ft ot »-ween IOS and sa ( m case both erroloy 1 he 
approximation discussed acove), the arplitudes, however, are slign^ly 
different. Lacking further knowledge we base the following analysis on 
the sa airplitudcs. 
Tne forrulae used ir the different approxiirations were descnoed 
in ref. Τ and arc summarized in Table U.I. 
^ 
Table U.1. Survey of used formulae. 
In infinite order sudden approximation (IOS) the angle 
ι? = ^(R,?.,) appears as a parameter (varying from 0 to π); 
for a fixed angle ϋ t-hc phase shift η (i5) has to be calculated. 
Its maximum value η !ϋ) is assumed for the angular momentun 
m 
quantum number 1 (ΰ); its second derivative is defined as 
n"'i)) for this value. The total collision cross section 
m 
without (with) state selection requires the (weighted) 
average of Q(iS). G , proportional to 1 (ΰ )/( Ιη"(ι> ) I ) can 
s mm 
ι /P be replaced by G ^ 1 „/(In" „1) (calculated from the 
s m,0 τη,Ο' 
IIP) without introducing a significant error. 
In space fixed suaden approximation (sa) the angles 
Θ =-)(f ,v ) and φ - φ (= azimuth of molecular axis 
around the asymptopic trajectories for t ->· - ш ) are con­
sidered to he spacefixed during a collision. Phase shifts 
η _ and related quantities are derived from the ITP. The 
m,0 
(m) integrand V' stands for the AIP; the S -integrals are ae-
fined in réf. 7. For the MS potentials numerical values for 
(m) L , η , η and the 3 -integral·, с a*- be calculated 
m, 0 n, 0 n, 0 
from the series exOansion in aOD^ndix B. 
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IOS: TOTAL COLLISION CROSS SECTIOH 
a ) f o r ' n o l e c u l e 
í'ixerl a n g l e ' 
ϋ 
Q(ö] ^ Σ ( 2 1 + ΐ ) Ξ ί η 2 η (Ο) 
к 
Q (¿>) + Q ( β ) 
ng g 
v i t h Q (-5) = Γ [1 + -^j q 0 PACOSO)] ng 2 s-1 ? , s 2 
and Q (i>) = G cos [2η ( * ) - -f] g s m 4 
b ) v i t h s t a b e 
s e l e c t i o n 
0.
а+с. = <Jn. |Q(í>)!jm.> 
v'ith |jir..> f u n c t i o n of 0 . , φ and ι? = О 
с ) w i t h o u t s t a t e 
s e l e c t i o n 
* = ?ттт 2 %t
s 
+ 1 
F + ^G ƒ с о з [ 2 л (ö) - y]d(cosQ, ) 
s s . m 4 1 
4 fBä] С "1 ? / ( G - 1 ) r(^)s in( f ^ ) s - 1 2 Ξ - 1 
G = 
! , 1 T l
 n / 




fs = ^ r ( ^ ) / r ( s / ? ) 
T a b l e Ь. I a . 
sa: TOTAL COLLISION CROSS SECTION 
a) for ' space 
fixed angles ' 
Θ 1· «1 
Ъ) with s t a t e 
s e l e c t i o n 
c) without s t a t e 
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7θ 
h.k. POTENTIALS 
The NO molecule possesses a half filled π-orbital; consequently, 
in collision with inert gas atoms two potential surfaces are present, 
V and V_ (ref. 8). In the following, we shall treat the system by a 
single potential surface, however, as Uielson et al. (ref. 8) have 
argued that the difference V, (V
+
 - V_)/? is very small in comparison 
to the average potential V = (V
+
 + V_)/2. 
a 
The angle dependence is incorporated Ъу the use of the truncated 
Legendre expansion (Eq. (U.I). Higher order Legendre polynomlals (holps, 
to "bo distinguished from hots) arc neglected; concerning the analysis 
of A this was discussed in ref. 1; V (R) terms with η > 2 influence A„ 
through hots. Although it was argued (ref. l) that inclusion of' these 
hots is necessary (failure of linearized theory, see section h.3) the 
main contribution to A originates from linear terms, except at low 
6 
velocities, but there massive damping of the ¡.'lory structure due to 
velocity averaging renders A rather unimportant for the analysis. 
ε 
On the oLher hand, the new results on quenched glories with non 
state selected Ъеалз are entirely caused by quadratic and higher order 
terms. Here it, is difficult to judge to what extend V (n)-terms with 
η 
η > 2 (appearing as factors of holps) are of influence. According to 
ref. 8 at least a strong repulsive V -term is present, too. neglecting 
this term produces an effective V -term, that includes some of the V -
effects. 
For the V.-term we only consider a repulsive part. Actually, the 
excentricity of the NO-molecule causes a centre of mass shift necessi­







non glory range 
νίΗ,ΰ) = V?(R) + V^RÎP^costf) + V2(R)P2(cosi') 
Vn(R) = e{(R / R ) 1 2 _ 2(R /R)6} U e e 
V^R) 
,12 
иб, V2(R) = e{q2 1 2(R C/R) " - 2q? 6(Re/R) } 
Nielson et al. 
for NC-Ar 
ref. 8 
V 0 ( P ) = F { ( 6 / ( n - 6 ) ) ( R e / R ) n - ( n / ( r . - 6 ) ; C R c / R ) 6 } 
.Ш = eq ( 6 / ( n - 6 ) ) ( R /И) Г ' 1 1»г e 
V 9 (R) = ε { α . J6/(T^6))(H/S)n - q 0 ( n / ( n - 6 ) ) ( R / R ) 6 } 
w i t h η = η + Y Í R / R p - D ; γ = 9 , ю . 
ν/Ρ) = 0 ; V2(R) = q 2 J J H ) ; V ^ R ) - - ( l ^ O + . O Ö C R / R J 
6.35+.07 
V (R) = V 8 C F (R) + V C 0 R ( R ) ) w i t h 
η η η 
VQ (R) = 9-953 χ 10 ' ехр(-0Лтб79 R - 0.02?871 Rf ) 
POF Ρ 
V0 (R) = - B 0 1 ехр(-0.)40513 R - 0.007262 R ) , 
R < 2 .997 1 
= - С 6 ( 0 ) R " 6 - ( В 0 1 - 0.00U96 С б ( 0 ) ) 
ехр(-0.1*0513 R - 0 .007?6 R 2 ) , R > ?.997 2 
V^ur(:-ì) = - 3 . 5 3 0 7 χ 10 expí+O.a ' .Sf R - O.Ci-U038 R ' ) 
V^ 0 R (R) = - 2 . 9 7 6 9 x Ю - 2 0 ехр(-0.093бО)і R - O.OIùltOl* K' 
V 2 C F (R) = 8.3U8O χ 1 0 " 1 T exp(-0.1(1(913 R - 0.0221*9 R ? ) 
Γ OR 'J 
V2 (R) = - B 2 1 c x p ( - 0 . 3 7 7 , * 6 R - О.ОО8ОІ2З R " ) , 
R < 3.01*5 S 
= - C 6 ( 2 ) R" - ( B ? 1 - 0.00lt?61* CÁ2)) 
exp(-0.3771*6 R - О.ОО8ОІ2З R ' " ) , R > J.Qi'J S 
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Table h.2. The three analyzed potentials (LJ, MS and NPP) are sunmi-
rized. The parameters ε and R stand for the well depth and 
its position. All poten Liais are series expansions ir. Le-
gendre polynomials Ρ . The anisotropie parameters q. de-
temine the strength of the AI?. For the NPP potential nu­
merical values are shown (see ref. 8) except for the para­
me bers, that were adapted to fit the experimental data 
(C6(0) = 85 x 10~
1 9
 J Я 6, C6(¿)/C6(0) = 0.2, Bc1 = 
З.'Л χ io"?1 J, в = 1.85 χ ю - 2 1 J). 
also aL long distances. However, as this execntricity is extrenely 
snail we r.pglecL an attractive ccnLritmt ion to V . 
Responsible for the repulsive V.-term is the bulge of the electron 
cloud outwards of the N-atom which has the sme." 1er nuclear charge. 
Now we have to cnoose a potential model. The angle dependent LJ 
12-6 potential (see Table k.?) has the comfortable property of only two 
adjustable paraneters l'or the isotropic part (IIP), i.e. с and R , ard 
two parameters for the AIP, i.e. q ¿ and q? . . A nearly perfect fit 
to the measurements of A has been reported (ref. 1). In section h.], we 
already have indicated an intrinsic shortcoming of '„his model (ref. 3). 
The ur.rea-istic form of this potential caises, τ,οο, the impossibility 
to obtain a reasonaole fit to the non state selected glory measurement«-, 
of Fig. k.1 . 
In Table к.?, the angle dependent MS potential is defined, too. It 
contains three parameters for the U P , i.e. ε, Р^ and γ. The parameter 
γ is fixed to 9 or 10 on the basis ci experience with pure inert gas 
systems (ref. ?). For Ar-Ar """he deviations are small between the MS 
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potential and the BFW potential (Barker, Fisher, Watts (ref. 9)), the 
latter one resulting from an extensive multiproperty analysis. 
The ATP is chosen in a rather arbitrary way (see Table k.2), that 
contains hopefully enough flexibility to describe a large set of 
different experiments. 
For 1.5 < R/R < 2 the MS potential can be approximated by inverse 
power expressions (see Table k.2). We have used the corresponding en­
tries of this table to calculate the non glory contribution to A and 
the glory averaged total collision cross section. The exponent s and 
the coefficient D were derived by putting D (R / R ) J = г.(п-б) (R /R) 
s s e e 
and fitting the derivatives of both expressions, too, at distances 
(1.5 - 2)R . In Table к.2 the uncertainties originate from the range of 
distances considered. 
The use of the inverse power expression was tested by Landau-
Lifshitz-like approximation, concerning the glory averaged cross section 
(agreement within 0.3% was found). 3y a dwa calculation Л was tested 
(agreement, within 3%) • 
A tnt-'oretical potential for NO-Ar has been derived by Nielsen et^  
al. (ref. 8) using the electron gas model developed by Gaydaenko and 
Nikulin and Gordon and Kim (ref. 10). The form of this potential can 
also DO found in Table к.?. The parameters 3,. , С Д о ) , СД2) and В 
are fitted to the observed glory phase, the measured absolute value of 
the total collision cross section, the non glory anisotropy and the 
glory amplitude of A for the lowest observed glory number N = л;, res­
pectively. These fit calculations were done in (linear) dwa. At N = Is 
quenching effects are of г..nor influence. The V -term of ref. 8 is not 
considered; this term only causes quencning effects which we are not 
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Flg. h.3. The best Maitland-Srith potential (MS) cor.pared to the 
Lrnnard-Joncs 12-6 potent-al (Li) of réf. 1 and to the 
adapted theoretical potential (îiPP) of Hielson et аЛ . (réf. 8). 
The deep (shallov, with arrows) curves correspond to V (V 0); 
the two remaining curves Lo V.. The arrows indicate the posi-
tion (R/R = О.96) where V_ is Orohed; the ürobed relative 
e 2 
va'ues V (О.96 R ) lio satisfyingly close. Moreover, the non 
glory probed values V (R = 1.8 R ) show good agreement. 
33 
aole to treat in dwa. Calculations in sa were not performed because of 
the rather large computatloral effort required. 
All potentials of Table h.2 are displayed in Fig. U.3. 
it. 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A complete analysis can only be performed for the system NO-Ar 
where the total collision cross section with and without state selection 
has been meabured (see Figs, h.1 and U.U). 
In Table U.3 the results are suimnarized for the potertials 
discussed in the previous section. Entries for the LJ potential arc 
those of rcf. 1, which sho ild be regarded as obsolete due to the fact 




















0.20(2) - 0.70(1+) 
0.20(2) 0.10(2) 0.T>(1) 
0.20(2) * * 
0.1І+ * >1 
'labie )(.3. Results for NO-Ar. The NPP is calculated with the original 
B01' B?1' C 6 ^ 0 ' a n d C 6 ^ ^ "ulUplied by 3, 3.5, 1.3 and 1.8, 
see Table h.2. Tne tneoretical values are taker from ref. 8. 
For comparison q 2 a ~ (оц - 0^)35 = О.іб, α stands for the 
polanzabiliLy. In this table * means that the correspondirg 
parameter cannot be defined. 
8U 
A(%) -, г 1 1 г 
Fig. U.U. The anisotropy A vs. the primary velocity V^ . The squares in­
dicate the uncertainty in the velocity determination {3%); in 
vertical direction they display the statistical error in A. 
On the top the glory numbers N are shown. The curve corresponds 
to the best fit with the MS potential (Table it.3). 
On the other hand, the NPP -notential has not been used in conjun­
ction with sa; however, linear theory was employed where we expect it 
to be valid, i.e. at high velocities; quenching effects have not been 
investigated with the NPP potential. Although the NPP potential is the 
only theoretical potential available, its accuracy should not be over­
estimated. First of all, the well depth is too shallow by about a 
factor l.f. Wc have partially remedied this shortcoming by introducing 
an effective CA 0)-constant of 1.3 times the theoretical value of ref. 
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8. In this way, the absolute value of the total cross section was 
•brought into agreement with experiment. Sinilarly, the theoretical q„ 
(= СЛ?) /CAO) ) was increased "by a factor l.lt, in order to obtain a fit 
to the non glory anisotrcpy Л . Spurred by a private corcnuni cation from 
ng 
R.T. Pack we have considered the pre-exponential factors oí' the corre-
lation term (В
П 1 and B-.) as free parameters; fitting our results the 
value of В . had to be increased by a factor 3 in order to obtain 
agreement with the phase of the glory undulation and the value of B«. 
by a factor 3.5 to obtain the proper amplitude of A. The resulting NPP-
potential is displayed in Fig. h.U; contriving its final form we were 
forced to take certain liberties, which surpass the limits originally 
intended by the authors of ref. 8, esOecially what concerns the СЛо) 
and CÁ2) value. To our defence we might argue that the use of the 
electron gas model for a system possessing an unfilled electron shell 
can introduce unforeseen errors so that the form of the NPP potential 
is not quite correct and therefore necessitates the adaptions per-
formed by us. 
The most extensive analysis was performed using the WS potential. 
Here quenching phenomena were treated, too. 
The e and R values of Table 1+.3 are different for the LJ and MS 
potential. As the MS potential has a "C^-constant" decreasing with in-
creasing R, the same tR values would lead to an about iM smaller 
tota"1 collision cross section for MS as compared to LJ. 
, 6 s -18 o6> 
The MS long range C/- constant (ER = 6.1? χ 10 J A ) has been 
found fron a fit to the absolute value of the total cross section (ref. 
1) and differs satisfyingly by less than 10$ from the theoretical 
(original) value 6.60 χ 10 J A (ref. 8). (it should be emphasized, 
however, that the analytical form oí' the MS model was mainly chosen to 
reproduce the IIP at "real" distances and not at its asymptotic range.) 
The product eR = 7 . 1 ^ x 1 0 " J A mainly describes the phase of 
the glory phenomena. The total collision cross section (Fig. 't. 1 ) was 
measured with an estimated accuracy of tne absolute value of the velo-
city of about 0.4>%, whereas the r.easaremer.Ls of Fig. I • k were perforr.ed 
with a corresponding accuracy of about 2.;%. The latter results yield a 
product cR of about 3% lower than the former results. We adopted the 
more recent and accurate information of Fig. Ό , keeping in mind, how­
ever, that εΐί is overestircated by about 2% due to the use of the 
approximation discussed in section .3.2. 
The anisotropy in the attractive part of the potential is described 
by the parameter q whose value is derived from the determination of 
A . The value for the ys potential has an estimated accuracy of +10%. 
The uncertainty introduced by the method of calculation (section 3) is 
much smaller. Whereas the long range behaviour of V
n
 is reproduced 
within 10$, the MS potential results in a long range value for V 0 that 
differs by about 30? from the theoretical value ( q 0 = O.llt, ref. 9). 
New as compared to our earlier interpretation is the recognition 
that a suDstantial V -term has to be included in the analysis to permit 
a proper description of the glory quenching result. Formerly, we had 
disregarded this term arguing that the very small excentricity of N0 
would lead to negligible effects. However, in the repulsive part of the 
potential the difference of extension of the electron cloud for ι,ηο N-
and 0-side of the molecule must appear (see also ref. 8). We were able 
to fit the results with q., = 0.10 + Ο.Ο:1 and q„ = 0.75 + O.OU. This 
^1 ,r — ^2 ,r — 
latter value and its uncertainty does not include the underestimation 
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by 5% Que to the use с" the approximation G scjssed •" scctior h.^.P. 
Both parameters are derived fron the quenched isotropic glory of Fig. 
U.I and the anisotropic glory of Fig. h.ky q1 must be regarded as an 
effective value including contribution from a neglected V -term. On the 
other hand q. includes only small effects of neglected higher order 
terms (e.g. with V and V, ) which enter the results only through non­
linear approximations. 
The largest discrepancy between theory and experiment concerns the 
value of q . Nielson et аЛ^ . show that for 2 X < R < 3 5 A the ratio 
V /V varies from 1.06 to 1.30. This is the quantity which the electron 
gas model (used in ref. 8) gives most accurately. Ptrhaps the discrepancy 
ponts out again the intrinsic difficulty of that mode] when applied to 
systems with unfilled electron shells. 
For NO-Kr, -Xe measurements of tne total collision cross section 
without state selection are lacking, therefore an independent fit of 
q, is icpossible. If we assume q. =0.1 as in the case of NO-Ar, we n1,r r 1 ,r 
-? 1 
find for the ^S potential parameters e(<r)=?.1bx10 J, R (<r) = 
J.93 S, ε(Χε) = 2.Θ0 χ Ю - 2 1 J, R (Xe) = 4.1)! S, q 0 (<r,Xe) = 0.75+0.03 
"2,r^ 
and q (Kr,Xe) = 0.20+0.0?. 
In ref. 11, Olson and Bernstein have shown how to estimate ani^o-
tropy paiaireters fron glory quenching for the system Li-NO, utilizing 
an Ы potential. One finds for q = 0.20 and q = С the valae 
/,a l ,г 
q 0 = 0.72 and for q = 0.20 and q = 0.10 the value q = О.69. 
the validity of the poterti al derived (Tables h.1 and k.2) is 
restricted. The amsotrocy measurements probe distances of R = О.96 R , 
concerning A , 1.h h < R < 2.6R IS probed by A , see Appendix C. 
Whereas the probing distanees of A are rather velocity independent, 
a significant shift to larger R values takes place for low velocities 
if one considers the distances probed Ъу A 
ng 
Tt is satisfying that the three (concerning their mathematical 
form very different) potential models displayed in Fig. ^.3 agree 
rather well with each other especially where sensitive probing occurs 
by the here described experiment. 
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OUTLOOK 
The investigations described in this thesis certainly are not the 
final answer to all questions that can be raised about the anisotropic 
part of the potential for KO-inert gas systems. In any case, the success 
of piecing together the results of several complenentary experimental 
methods may DO an encouragement to perform similar epxcriments concer­
ning the determination of the total collision cross section without 
state selection for the systems ЯО-Кг, -Xe, and -Ne. However, conclusive 
information of the AI? can be expected only from a much more extensive 
multipropcrty analysis. The case of NO-Ne must be further investigated 
because of its interesting and different features. 
The experiment presently performed by the Leiden group concerning 
0
o
-Ar will contribute to further knowledge; the absence of odd terms of 
the Logendre polynomial expansion will facilitate the analysis. State 
selection with inhomogeneous magnetic fields looks promising for 0„ so 
that also in this case the full wealth of experimental information may 
be at the disposal of those who want to determine the AIP for 0,-,-inert 
gas systems. 
It is possible to apply the method of state selection and prefe­
rential orientation to other dipole molecules in their ground state 
t t (for instance UH.., N O and 0 ) or even to metastable H and CO with 
their presumably much larger anisotropy. KH_ is very interesting be­
cause of the possibility to investigate special steric features of the 
hydrogen bridge, for instance in a collision with methane. 
From a chemists point of view state selection is very important. 
For instance steric factors and internal energy dependence of the 
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chcmiluminescent reactions N O + Ba -»• BaO + Ν' and 0_ + NO -»• 0_ + NO' 
are under investigation. Other reactions are accessible Ъу laser flu­
orescence methods. State-to-state reactions contain the pronise of real 
understanding of what is actually going on in chemistry. 
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APPENDIX A 
Al. THE MEASURED INTENSITIES AND THE EXPERIMENTAL ANISOTROPY Ae 
The experimental method is essentially the same as described in 
ref. 1, however, the role of the Rabi-deflcction magnet is taken over 
by the wobbling of the sixpole. This wobbling also replaces the beam 
chopper, needed for phase-sensitive detection. 
The four different intensities (Table A.I) measured during the 
experiment are inserted in xhe following relations 
ν ν 
ι NO , e, , _ , Ν Ο , ε , / . ,
 N I, = I.expl- —•— ηΐσ..] , and I. = I0expl- ηΐσ. ] (A.I) J l ν , Ι Ι ί* с ν , Ι 
rel rei, 




 Τ Ι τ 
σ,ι - σ, I, I„ I, 
- = [1п(тД) - ln(-^)]/ln(-l) (A.2) 
σ,ι 3 1 3 
е е 
where σ,. and σ. stand for the experimental cross sections for the two 
orientations of the quantization axis, ν and v^ for the primary 
beam velocity and the relative velocity between the colliding molecules. 
The density of the target molecules and the length of the scattering 
region are denoted by π and 1. 
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Intensity Secondary beam Direction of 
magnetic field 
11 (I3) off (on) 
1 2 (li,) off (on) 
Table A.I. 
A2. SEQUENCE OF NEASUHING AND STATISTICS 
To determine A , the four intensities arc repeatedly measured in 
such an order that linear drift instabilities in the beam and random 
fiactuations are conpensaled for and averaged out. Each intensity is 
measured for 20 seconds with an accaracy oí' about 1 x 1 0 .A complete 
cycle consists of four blocks Τ ... Τ, each of 2h intensities, 12 with 
B.v = 1 (II ) and 12 with B.v = 0 (1 ). For instance Τ (Τ ) and 
Τ (Τ, ) are periods where the secondary beam is off (on). In order to 
avoid systematic sequential errors T. and T« both start with the magne­
tic field in the parallel and Τ and T, in perpendicular direction. 
The total of data to produce one value of A consists of 30-Ηθ 
blocks. The individual value for D. = (l1 - I-)/!., (i = 1, j) are calcu­
lated from the first or third period (T or T^). The average <D.> is ex­
pected to be zero, as it measures the anisotropy in the unscattered 
beam. Similarly, quantities D. = (l - Τ, )/I (j = 2, it) are formed from 
the intensities of blocks '!„ and T. . Their average values <D 9> and <Di > 
contain the anisotropy; their standard deviations are Δΰ„ and ΔΟ^. 
The denominator of Lq. (A.2) contains the attenuation К = Іі/І^ 
9l 
which is chosen buch that InN = 1. The intensities I. are taken from 
all Τ or T, periods, I from all T p or T, periods. The average value 
is given Ъу <N > = <!,> / <!-> w-th i,j = 1, 2 or 3, h, resDecti-
ij 1 ι 3 J 
vely. All values of D that lie outside three times the stardard devi­
ation from the average <D > are excluded. 
e 
From <D >, <D > and <H > we obtain the values of к and its stan-
dard deviation S. With the data of T. and Τ periods wc can form 
(using I1 - I ? « T1 and I 3 - 1ц « I 3) 
ln[1 + <D1> - <D9>1 (ΔΒ 1)
?
 + (AD 2)
? 
A t , 2 = ï ï ï ^ > S 1 , 2 = Tn^T (A-3a) 
a r d w i t h Τ and T, 
I n f i + <D > - <D,>] (ΔΌ ) 2 + ( A D , ) 2 
Α3Λ = — ^ ф ' s 3 > u = — - Ί ^ τ (А^ъ ) 
p e 
In practice the values of Λ , S and A » , S , are equal, so wr 
оЪІаіп as final result 
e e e 1 2 λ I 
A = ? [ A t , 2 + A3,ul ^ S- Л Л Ч ^ -
RFFFR^MCb 
1. S. Stolte, thesis. Katholieke Universiteit, Nijregen, The 
Netherlands, 1972 
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Table Α.? - Α.5· Survey of the experimental data on the anisotropy. The 
firbt column contains the numbers of the paper tapes 
that bear all the information of one measurement of 
the anisotropy; the second column, the most probable 
NO velocity tuned by the velocity selector; the third 
column, the weighted average of the relative velocity; 
the last colunn, tne anisotropy and its statistica1 
error. 
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ТаЪІе Α . 2 . NO-Ne 



































































- 0 . 9 0 + 0 . 7 3 
+ 0 . 5 8 + 0.5І+ 
- 0 . ? 8 + 1.60 
- 0 . 2 7 + 0 .35 
+ 1 . 0 0 + 0 . 5 7 
+ 0 . 9 0 + 0 .80 
- 2 . 0 9 ± L I O 
+ 0 . 5 0 + 0 .80 
+ 0 . 5 8 + 0 .59 
- Г .20 + 1.05 
-1І+.90 + 0 . 5 8 
- 1 7 . 2 2 + 1.33 
- 1 3 . 3 2 + 0 . 9 ? 
- 1 2 . 3 5 + 1.20 
- 7 . 7 ? + 1-70 
- 0 . 6 7 + 0.1+9 
+ 0 . 9 2 + 0 .89 
+0.1+5 1 1 -70 
+ 5 . 8 1 + L i o 
+ 2 . 5 8 + 0.71 
+ 3 . 0 6 + 1.01 
+ 2 . 0 3 + 2 . 3 0 
T a b l e А . З . NO-Лг 
Tape n o . 
1)(6 
































































А(ехр) [ /ос] 
- 7 . 6 ? + 0.50 
- 6 . 6 5 + 0 . 5 2 
- 5 . 3 3 + 0 .82 
- 5 . 5 5 + 0 . 5 3 
- 3 . 9 0 + О.Зб 
- 2 . 8 6 + 0 . 3 5 
- ? . 5 5 + 0 . 3 8 
- 0 . 9 5 + 1 . 1 0 
-1.1*5 + O.lilt 
- 0 . 9 7 + О.96 
- 2 . U i + 0 .90 
- 2 . 5 8 + C.7U 
- U . 8 3 + 0 . 7 ? 
- 7 . 5 9 + 0 . 7 8 
- 8 . 3 2 + 0.6U 
-8.1U + 0.79 
- 1 0 . 1 3 + о . з ? 
- 9 . 7 2 + 1.?0 
- 8 . 3 1 i 0 . 7 ? 
- 5 . 9 8 + с . 5 2 
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Table A.3 (continued) 






































































-5.53 + О.87 
-h.gh + 0.87 
-1.53 + 0.79 
+1.27 + 0.88 
+1.95 + 0.79 
+6.73 + О.85 
+6.72 + 0.81. 
+6.56 + 0.78 
+7.68 + 0.88 
+7.53 + 0.91 
+7.3'+ + 0.33 
+6.62 + 1.00 
+7.55 ± 1-24 
+5.99 + 1.00 
+ і.8і( + 0.35 
-0.27 + 0.1»? 
-3.82 + 0.27 
-6.1*5 _+ 0.3І» 
-10.06 + 0.36 
-12.05 + 0.3І* 
-il». 12 + 0.8ο 
-I8.6O + О.ЗІ» 
-21.20 + О.96 
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ТаЪІс А.З ( c o n t i n u e d ) 











r o l> 1= 
1855 
I Q ' + S 
2072 
211*3 
L/S] A(exp) [ 0 /oo] 
-20.1*6 + O.'il 
- 1 8 . 9 9 + О.76 
- 1 9 . 8 0 + О.56 
-19.1*0 + О.87 
100 
T a b l e A.h. NO-Kr 
Tapo n o . ν [m/s] <ν > [n/s] A(exp) [ /oo] 






















































































































































































- 9 . 1 7 
-10.06 
-8.27 

































ТаЪІе A.k (continued) 







































































































































































Table Α.5 (continued) 

























































- 1 7 . ^ 9 
-17.3h 
-17.29 
- i i t . 19 
-11.09 


























BI. SERIES EXPANSION FOR THE MS POTENTIAL 
Analogue to ref. 1, for the Maitland-Snith potential, ooefficienLs 
*-n * , * , 
of E are given for the reduced quantities 1 = 1 /kR , η = η /kR , 4
 m m e' m m e' 
η " = -d2n*/di2| ,* (Table В.1) and the S -integrals (Table В.2). We 
~ m m 1 
m m 
used E = F/ε, vhere E stands for the centre of nass energy. One should 
notice that the coefficients for S ' are a factor 2 smaller as com­
pared to the equivalent coefficients calculated according to ref. 2, 
due to the slightly different definition. 
REFERENCES 
ι. R.B. Bornstein and R.A. LaBudde, J.Chen.Phys. 58 (1973) 1109 
2. D. Klaassen, H. Thuis, S. Stolte and J. Reuss, Chem.Phys. 






























Table B.I. Expansion coefficients of terms m the -n power of E 
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ТаЬ_е 3.2. Expansion coefficients for the S -integrals of Lerms in 
th + 
-n power of E for the MS potential with γ = 10. 
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APPEMDIX С 
Cl. TH" PROBING DISTANCE OF A 
ng 
We replace the V -term of the ^ Б-potential by α.δίΒ-Κ') where α 
remains undetermined as the result is given in arbitrary units. The r 
lative contribution of such an AIP to the nonglcry anisotropy, A , i 





 О / ^ р - И ' Ъ а М - Д f V'(t)dt>sin2n,
 0] , 
with 
1 r ,,./,ι-, ô-i'unction 4π _ /,
 Λ
> 
% ί ^-Ь^з/г — Т й Т — a F < V r r z ) > V ? χ 
-•» r e l 
[ | ( R ' ) 2 : Ъ ? - ¿ ] R ' / ( ( K ' ) 2 - b 2 ) 1 / 2 f o r R ' > b 
?
 ( R ' ) ¿ 
δ - f u n c t i o r . „ _, ,. . 
> ze^o f o r R' < o , 
¿ ( j + 1 ) - 3m2 , . 2 
< P 2 í r T Z , > m j ( j
 + l ) · j ( j + l ) 
and 
σ = h-n fЪdЪ[^ - cos2n ] 1 , и 
" h e e x p e c t a t i o n v a l u e < . . . > паз г о be t a k e n w i t h t h e r o t a t i o n a l s t a 
m. 
О 
f u n c t i o n c h a r a c t e r i z e d by j , Ω and m . . 




C.I. The sensitivity curve for the non glory contribution of the 
anisotropy, A , vs. the reduced intermolecular distance R/R . 
ng e 
The arrows indicate the range mainly probed, by one velocity 
setting. The probing distance is calculated for the high and 
low experimenta] velocity limits. At the left the beginning of 
a strongly oscillating behaviour - averaging to zero - is shovn. 
ΓΗΞ PROBING DISTANCE OF A 
g 




) 1 / 2 ί < 0 0 3 [ ?
ν ο -τ-i ƒ v'(t)dt]> - <. . .>> 
where <...>,, , s stands for the expectation value taken with the 
j = Ω = 3/2, m. = 3/2(1/2) rotational state function. The integral 
J 
OD 
/V'ítjdt is calculated using curved but undeflected trajectories 
leading to the S-integrals defined in ref. 1. 
A is obtained by employing both V' = V ( R ) P (cosi?) (yielding A ) 
and V" (yielding Л ). For R' < R < R' + ΔΗ one has V" = 0 and 
g 
V" = V (R)P (coso) elsewhere. 
The difference ΔΑ = A - A is displayed, for AR = 0.02 S at 
g g g 
ν , = 1900 m/s. The result is rather independent of velocity but be­
comes less broad for smaller ΔΗ. For the MS potential ΔΑ is displayed g 
in Fig. C.2. 
AAg(arb.u) 
Fig. C.2. The sharply peaked sensiti­
vity curve for the glory 
contribution of the aniso-
tropy, ΛΑ , is rather inde-
S 
pendent of velocity and 
shows maximum at 
R/R = Ο.96. 
09 10 11 R/R« 
REFERENCE 
S. Stolte and J. Reuss in Atom-molecule collision theory: A guide 
for the, experimentalist. Ed. R.B. Bernstein, Plenum Press, 




In dit proefschrift wordt een experimenteel onderzoek van de hoek-
afhankelijkheid van de intermoleculaire potentiaal op afstanden die in 
de bujrt van het potentiaal-ninimum liggen, beschreven. De gehruikte 
toestandsselectie van NO-moleculen is een essentiële voorwaarde om de 
totale "botsingsdoorsnede voor twee verschillende oriëntaties te kunnen 
meten. De keuze van N0 wordt bepaald door zijn bijzonder gunstige 
eigenschappen: lineair Stark-effect en groot Zeeman effect, massa 
spectroriptrisch zonder moeilijkheden te detecteren en lage prijs. Hier-
naast is N0 een veel voorkomend en chemisch interessant molecuul net 
een niet gesloten electronenschil. 
De anisotropie, het verschil tussen do totale botsingsdoorsnede 
voor twee onderling loodrechte voorkeursoriëntaties, is ov=r een groot 
snelheidsgebied gemeten voor de systemen N0-Ne, -Ar, -Kr, en -Xe. Voor 
de theoretische beschrijving is uitgegaan van een intermoleculaire po-
tentiaal van de vorm V(K,i») = V (R) + V ^ (cosi') + V (R)P?(costf), waar-
bij R de ir.termolecu_aire afstand is en Ρ de n-de orde Legendre po-
lynoom die afhangt van de hoek i> tussen de moleculaire as en de inter­
moleculaire plaatsvector. 
Voor het systeem N0-Ar werd door de Leidse groep de totale botsings­
doorsnede zonder toestandsselectie gemeten. De gecombineerde data stel­
den ons in staat om verschillende potentiaal modellen te vergelijken en 
de parameters voor V-, V en V^ vast te leggen voor het best fittende 
model, de Maitland-Smith potentiaal (hoofdstuk k). 
De berekeningen zijn gebaseerd op de "sudden approxination" waarbij 
ook rekening wordt gehouden met hogere orde effecten van de hockafhan-
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kelijke termen van de potentiaal. Andere ЪезсЬікЪаге benaderingswijzen, 
zoa]s linear sudden (isa), distorted wave (dwa) en infinite order sudden 
(IOS) blijken m e t te voldoen. 
Het is een veel voorkomend verschijnsel dat een potentiaal model 
dat een bepaald experiment beschrijft, ongeschikt is voor een ander. 
Daarom is m dit proefschrift ook aandacht besteed aan de vraag voor 
welk gebied van de potentiaal de beschreven experimenten gevoelig zijn. 
iDt 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
De schrijver van dit proefschrift werd geboren op 20 januari 19^7 
te Huissen. Van 1959 tot 196З hezocht hij de Titus Brandsma ULO en van 
І96З tot I966 het Thomas à Kempis College heide te Arnhem en legde in 
I966 zijn eindexamen HBS-B met goed gevolg af. Vanaf januari I967 tot 
september I968 vervulde hij zijn militaire dienstplicht. In I968 ging 
hij natuurkunde studeren aan de Katholieke Universiteit te Nijmegen en 
legde in maart 1971 zijn kandidaatsexamen af gevolgd door het doctoraal 
examen op 5 juli 197'-·- Tijdens zijn af studeerperiode is hij werkzaam 
geweest in de werkgroep Vaste Stoffysica onder leiding van Prof.dr. P. 
Wyder. Na het hehalen van zijn doctoraalexamen werd hij als weten-
schappelijk medewerker in FOM-verband aangesteld in de werkgroep 
Atoom- en Molecuulfysica en verrichtte onder leiding van Prof.dr. J. 
Reuss en Dr. S. Stolte onderzoek aan de anisotrope potentiaal van N0-




1. Bij de calibratie van de absolute waarde van de chemiluminescente 
botsingsdoorsnede door Redpath et al. wordt geen rekening gehouden met 
de verschuiving naar het blauw van het geëmitteerde spektrum bij toe-
nemende botsingsenergie. De uitspraken dienen beperkt te blijven tot 
het "zichtbare" deel van het spektrum en leiden tot een botsingsdoor-
snede die een faktor 103 kleiner is dan de voorspelde. 
A.E, Redpath, M. Menzinger and T. Carrington 
Chem.Phys. 27 (1978) 409 
2. J. Verberne et al. hebben bij de bepaling van de rotatietemperatuur 
niet aan enkelvoudige lijnen gemeten, hetgeen tot aanzienlijke afwijkingen 
in de bezettingsgetallen kan leiden. 
J. Verberne, I. Ozier, 
L. Zandee and J. Reuss 
Mol.Phys. 35 (1978) 1649 
3. Hoewel M. Mizushima opmerkt vroegere publikaties betreffende de 
rotatie-energieën van een 3j;-toesLand te hebben gecorrigeerd, zijn de 
door hem gegeven uitdrukkingen nog steeds onjuist. 
M. Mizushima 
The theory of rotating diatomic molecules 
John Wiley and Sons, New York (1975) 
4. Bij metingen zoals beschreven in dit proefschrift moet men zich 
realiseren dat het gebied waar zij gevoelig zijn (harde botsingen, korte 
afstand kleiner dan het van der Waals minimum) zich bevindt op de uiter-
ste staart van de elektronendichtheidsverdeling rond de kernen. 
5. Bij bundelexperimenten waarbij het hoekoplossend vermogen een belang-
rijke rol speelt voor de interpretaties van de meetresultaten is het in 
een aantal gevallen mogelijk en aan te bevelen een methode analoog aan 
de wiebelende zespool te gebruiken. 
Dit proefschrift 
6. De metingen van N. Lee en J. Fenn aan dimeer-concentraties in argon-
bundels zijn op theoretisch onjuiste wijze geanalyseerd; ook moet de af-
hankelijkheid van de gemiddelde snelheid van de brondruk bij de analyse 
betrokken worden. 
N. Lee and J. Fenn 
VI International symposium on molecular beams (1977) 
7. Hoewel de elegante time of flight methode in het algemeen "computer 
geschikte" data oplevert zodat men op eenvoudige wijze tot inzicht in 
de energie-afhankelijkheid van verschillende processen kan komen, zijn 
er een aantal experimenten waarbij het gebruik van een mechanisch veel 
storingsgevoeliger snelheidsselector zeer te preferen is. 
8. De uitdrukking zoals afgeleid door D. Secrest voor de intermolekulaire 
wisselwerking transformeert niet als een scalar. 
D. Secrest 
Atom-molecule collision theory. A guide for the experimentalist 
R.B. Bernstein (Ed,) Plenum Press, New York (1979) 


